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In our 100th Year

Deals With Hostages

Carter, Reagan
1Piciffe As-}113 1
Campaign Starts

SendsMessage To Iran!
Prime Minister
Muskie

By The Associated Press
Secretary of State Edmund Muskie
has sent a message to Iranian Prime
Minister Mohammad Ali Rajai, Iran's
official Pars news agency reported today. The contents were not disclosed,
but it was assumed it dealt with the 52
American hostages who were spending
their 303rd date in captivity.
Pars said the letter was delivered by
the Swiss charge d'affaires in Tehran
during a meeting with Rajai Sunday
afternoon.
Rajai said he "would discuss the letter at his next public interview," the
Iranian agency reported, but it did not
say when that would be.
There was no immediate comment
from Washington. Since President
Carter broke diplomatic relations with
Iran on April 7, the Swiss Embassy in
Tehran has represented the United
States in dealing with the . Iranian
revolutionary regime.
Three weeks ago, Muskie said in an
interview that the United States was
considering new diplomatic initiatives
to try to secure the release of the
American hostages. Last week, a
Kuwaiti newspaper reported diplomats
from an unidentified Arab country were
attempting to mediate the hostage
dispute.
Tehran Radio said Parliament heard
today a draft response to a letter written last month by a group of U.S. congressmen asking for the release of the
American hostages. A spokesman for
the foreign relations committee, which
prepared the draft, read the response,
according to the broadcast. After some
members expressed their views, the
draft was returned to the conunittee for
further work. No details of the response
were given.
Pars also reported Iraqi attacks this
morning on Iran's western border and
said two Iranians were killed and 35
were injured.
The agency said Iraqi troops fired a
rocket into the town of Qasr-e-Shirin,
killing one person, injuring 30 others
and damaging shops. Another attack
killed a warrant officer at an outpost in
the same area.
Iranian forces returned the fire and
destroyed an important Iraqi outpost,
Pars said. The two countries have
clashed sporadically along their border
for months.
Meanwhile, Prime Minister Rajai
named a Cabinet of hardliners Sunday.
and President Abolhassan Bani-Sadr
was reported opposed to many of its

members. But the Majlis, the Iranian
Parliament, was expected to approve
the lineup.
This would take care of another
preliminary to the debate on the fate of
the 52 American hostages.
The 19-member cabinet announced
Sunday by Prime Minister Mohammad
Ali Rajai "became the center of a
political storm," the Tehran correspondent of the British Financial Times
reported.
"The list, comprising largely
unknown men and including only six
present ministers, is dominated by supporters of the hard-line Islamic
Republican Party," he continued.
"This is at odds with Bani-Sadr."
Among those named was the editor of
the party's newspaper, Hossdein
Musavi Khameneie,39, who was named
to replace Sadegh Ghotbzadeh as
foreign minister.
Bani-Sadr also disapproved of the
nomination of Rajai as prime minister
earlier this month, saying he was uninformed and inexperienced. But the
Islamic Republican Party's majority in
the Majlis voted him into office, and it
was expected to do the same for his
cabinet.
The proposed ministers included
several educated in the United States
and other Western countries and some
who were imprisoned by the deposed
shah's secret police. They met for the
first time Sunday night to discuss programs and "priorities," Radio Tehran
reported.
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UNIVERSITY THEATRE SEASON TICKET SALE — Season tickets have gone
on sale for shows at Murray State University during tie 1980-81 school
year. A booth set up on the quadrangle in front of Laren Auditorium this
week attracts a student customer, Lori Ann Pitts(right), a Greenfield, Tenn.,
junior. Making the sale are Becky Bentz (left), Chicago, Ill., junior, and
Renee Rogel, Elkton junior. A season ticket, which sells for $7.50, entitles
the holder to attend five University Theatre productions and a special
spring performance of "Bus Stop" by Actors Theatre of Louisville. University Theatre shows scheduled this year include "Oliver!" "Woyzeck,"
"Vanities," and "A Five-Finger Exercise," as well as a children's production.
Anyone interested in purchasing a season ticket may call the University
Theatre box office at 762-4421. "Oliver!" is the first show of the year and
will open Oct. 9.

The scholarship reception, at which
108 recipients of alumni awards for
1980-81 will be recognized, is scheduled
from 4 to 6:30 p.m. in the Student
Center. In charge is Bill Morgan, Benton insurance executive and alumni
president.
Afterwards, the recipients and their
parents will be guests of the university
at the football game.
Awards for the new school year include 58 Century Club scholarships,
totaling $29,000, and 50 memorial and
honorary scholarships, totaling $28,700,
making a total of $57,700 awarded the
108 recipients by the alumni association
for 1980-81.
Jimmy Wilder, the new athletic promotion director at the university, said
each of the first 4,000 fans through the
Roy Stewart Stadium turnstiles the
night of the game will receive a fullcolor Murray State football poster,
complete with schedule and player pictures, compliments of WPSD-TV,ChanWheeler said one building already
nel 6, Paducah.
was in flames when his men arrived.
The 170-member Racer band, in"The storage building collapsed and
cluding a 32-member flag corps and in
the fire spread to another building,"
its first appearance of the 1980 season,
said Wheeler.
will be led by three field commanders
He said there were several explosioni— and will feature two twirlers as it perbut didn't know whether they were
forms both before the game and during
caused by chemicals, grain dust or
the halftime. David Wells, starting his
something else.
sixth year at the university, is the direcThree firemen narrowly escaped intor.
jury when a grain elevator leg crashed
Back from last year's band will be
to the ground just a foot or so from
field commanders David Brumley, a
them.
junior from Owensboro, and Tammy
Tom Willett, manager of the 100-yearMelendez, a sophomore from Greenold business, said destruction of the
ville. Joining them will be Tamrny
elevator leg would force Mayfield MillFisher, a freshman from Milan, Tenn.,
ing out of business for a week or 10
and a field commander with the highlydays.
ranked Milan High School band last
The leg, which stood 125 feet in the
season.
air, was used to lift grain so that it could
The two twirlers, both back from last,
be dropped into various storage areas.
year's band, are Vicki Poole, a junior
Willett said he was unable to estimate
from Christian County, and Hope
the damage because he didn't know
Miller, a sophomore from Union City,
how much grain had been stored at the
Tenn.
facility.
Assisting Wells with the band this

Leaking Chemicals Threat
Forces Mayfield Evacation
MAYFLELD, Ky.(AP) -- The threat
of leaking farm chemicals forced
several families to evacuate their
homes early Saturday while firemen
battled a blaze at the Mayfield Milling
Co.
Eight firemen were treated for minor
injuries or suspected inhalation of
fumes before the blaze was contained.
It destroyed at least two storage
buildings but no damage estimate was
available.
The families were away from their
homes no more than two hours, said
Fire Chief Howard Dowdy, adding that
the evacuation order was given after
several firemen complained of illness.
Dowdy said the atricultural
chemicals, in powder form, may have
begun to leak after being.mixed with
water from the fire hoses.
Assistant Fire Chief Robert Wheeler
said the fire was reported shortly
before midnight Friday by a citizens
liand operator .

By LEE BYRD
Associated Press Writer

(Photo by Barry Johnsont

Reception, Poster Night, Band
To Highlight MSU Season Opener
A reception for alumni scholarship
winners, a "poster night" observance
and the Racer band's initial performance of the season highlight the planned activities for Murray State University's first football game of the season
Sept. 6.
Coach Mike Gottfried and his Racers,
undisputed Ohio Valley Conference
champions in 1979, will open their 11game schedule in the first of six home
games, meeting Southeast Missouri, a
team which tied them 21-21 last year at
Cape Girardeau. The kickoff in Roy
Stewart Stadium is set for 7:30 P!m.
(CDT).
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year will be Randy Hiedlebaugh, a
graduate assistant from Lexington,
Ohio.
After playing for the customary pregame ceremonies — the national anthem, "My Old Kentucky Home," the
"Alma Mater" and the Murray State
Fight Song - the band will present its
first show of the year at halftime.
This will open with the entire band
featured in an arrangement of "Nights
on Bald Mountain," followed by a
number highlighting the percussion
line.
The entire band again will be
featured in —The Muppets," a number
of which Wells said, "Let's let it be a
surprise." It will be followed by another
percussion feature, "Smokey and The
Bandit," written by James Harrison, a
Murray High School graduate and a
Sophomore music education major with
the band.
The grand finale, Wells noted, will
feature a performance of Stan Kenton's
popular "Malaguena."
The band members have been on the
campus since Aug. 17 in almost daylong rehearsals while putting together
and perfecting their halftime shows for
the coming season.
Both single game and season tickets
still are available for Racer football,
Wilder emphasized, and are on sale at
the athletic ticket offices in Stewart
Stadium.
Reserve box chair seats are $6.00
each per game; reserve bleacher seats,
$5.00 per game; adult general admission, $4.00; and student general admission $2.00.
Season tickets for a reserved box
chair seat is $36.00, while season tickets
for reserve bleacher seats are $25.00. A
family plan also is available, offering
the purchase of two additional season
bleacher tickets for children at $12.50
each when two reserved bleacher
season tickets are purchased at $25.00
each,

President Carter courted the heart of
the old Confederacy and the power of
the union today as both he and
Republican challenger Ronald Reagan
literally made picnics of their Labor
Day kickoff for the fall campaign.
Reagan, for his part, promised "a
bigger pie, with bigger slices, for
everyone."
The GOP nominee, whose bandwagon
has bogged down recently while venturing into foreign policy, put himself back
on the domestic offensive with broadsides aimed at Carter's "litany of
despair, of broken promises" for the
American worker.
But Reagan, in remarks prepared for
a gathering on the shores of New Jersey
— and with the Statue of Liberty as his
backdrop — also took the occasion to
salute "those brave workers in
Poland.. under Communist domination."
Thus Reagan, who has been severely
criticized for his own remarks on China
and Vietnam, made it clear to the
state's many residents of Eastern
European heritage that there will be no
repetition of the monumental gaffe by
the previous Republican nominee,
Gerald R. Ford.
It was Ford, remember, who insisted
in a debate with Carter in 1976 that
Poland did not suffer Soviet domination. He later retracted the remark, but
only after allowing it to fester for some
time.
Carter, launching a week-long series
of forays outside the White House,
made his first stop a return to the Deep
South, the bedrock of his 1976 election
and a region he almost certainly must
hold if he is to win again.
After an afternoon picnic in Tuscurnbia, Ala., an annual affair which attracts visitors from Tennessee and
Mississippi as well as several Alabama
communities, Carter was headed back
to the White House to play host to an
outdoor gathering of 1,000 labor
leaders.
Though Reagan clearly has cut into
the Carter's grip upon the South, most
union leaders are returning to the presi-

Strikers Return
To Work After
Agreement
GDANSK, Poland (API — Strikers
returned to work all over Poland today
following an agreement with their Communist government promising indepen:
dent labor unions, the right to strike,
the release of jailed dissidents and
other reforms unprecedented for a
Soviet Bloc country.
Buses and trolleys packed with
workers moved through the streets of
Gdansk for the first time in more than
two weeks. At the giant Lenin
Shipyards, the headquarters for the
strike, workers poured through the iron
gates, and the portrait of Polish-born
Pope John Paul II that the strikers had
put on a fence was gone.
"We got everything that could be obtained in the present situation," said
strike leader Lech Walesa.
But the strike leaders recognized the
continued supremacy of the Communist
Party, leaving in doubt the ultimate effect of the concessions to them. And the
impact on other countries of the Soviet
Bloc was unclear.
The transport strike in Lodz,
Poland's second largest city,
. was
reported-over, and radio statidnk In &lie
cities of Wroclaw and Szczecin reported
transport and all other enterprises
operating normally there.
The Gdansk oil refinery was
operating again, but Radio Gdansk said
gasoline rationing for private motorists
would continue for the time being.

dent's fold after many had bolted in
favor of Sen. Edward M. Kennedy.
One, United Auto Workers President
Douglas Fraser, declared Sunday that
"When our membership gets to know
and understand Reagan.. our membership will support Carter with enthusiasm."
But Reagan, in New Jersey, took his
case directly to the blue-collar voter.
"Eight million out of work!" he
declared. "Inflation running at 18 percent in the first quarter. Black
unemployment at about 14 percent...four straight major deficits run
up by Carter and his friends in Congress. The highest interest rates since
the Civil War....
"This human tragedy is Jimmy
Carter's. He caused it. He tolerates it.
And he is going to answer to the
American people for it," Reagan said.
Reagan said that in his proposal for a
30 percent tax cut over three years,"we
are talking about a way to bring labor
and management together for
America. We are talking about jobs,
and productivity and wages. We are
talking about doing away with Jimmy
Carter's view of a no-growth policy.
"That's no answer," he said."We can
have a bigger pie with bigger slices for
everyone. I believe that together you
and I can bake that bigger pie."
Reagan originally was scheduled to
appear at Ellis Island, N.Y., but decided instead on the stop in New Jersey, a
state whose 17 electoral votes are considered up for grabs by both his and the
president's own pollsters. After the
speech at Liberty State Park, in Jersey
City, the GOP nominee was headed for
Detroit and a backyard barbecue with
unemployed workers from Michigan,
where the jobless rate has hit 14.4 percent. Reagan and Gov. William
Milliken paid for the food.
Independent challenger John B.
Anderson, his campaign is serious
financial straits, stumped his home
state of Illinois with Labor Day rallies
in the Chicago suburbs of Calumet City
and Park Forest. Anderson had hoped
to launch an ambitious whistlestop tour
of the industrial Midwest today, but
canceled the train ride for lack of
money.
On Sunday, Anderson and his running
mate, former Wisconsin Gov. Patrick
J. Lucey, attended church ied by
Anderson's father Alvin, who will
celebrate his 95th birthday Sept. 9.
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partly cloudy
Partly cloudy and hot today
with highs in the mid 90s. Fair
and mild tonight. Lows in the low
to mid 70s. Increasing cloudiness
and not quite as hot Tuesday with
a slight chance of thunderstorms.
Highs in the low 90s. Winds will
be south to southwest 10 to 20 mph
today and tonight becoming more
westerly 10 to 15 mph Tuesday.
Probability of precipitation 20
percent Tuesday.
Kentucky Extended Forecasts
Extended forecast for Kentucky Wednesday through Friday : Fair and warm through the
period. Daytime highs mid 80s to
mid 90s. Overnight lows in the
60s.
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HOSPITAL NEWS

8 2b -'8O
NO NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
DISMISSALS
Elmer Colson, Rt. 1, Dexter; Roberta Payne, Rt. 1,
Farmington; Mrs. Ann P.
McKeel and baby boy, .1500
Henry, Murray; Mrs. Janie H.
Foster and baby boy, Box 131,
Paris, Tenn.; Mrs. Mindy D.
Parker, 1607A Dodson, Murray.
Mrs. Peggy L. Cross, 412
Boice, Paris, Tenn.; Mrs. Joy
Lawrence E. Lamb,M.D.
L. Morrison, A6 Mobile Home
Village, Murray; Robert L.
DEAR DR. LAMB - I'm a lungs, only the process is • mg cancer of the colon or
Ellison, Rt. 1, Box 1,
47-year-old male who has slower. That means the body other organs of the digestive
Buchanan, Tenn.; George W.
smoked since 17 years of age. does get a nicotine effect. This system? We really don't know
Kennedy, Rt. 1, Box 211, DexThe last five years' I've can be an anti-fitness but I would be strongly suspiter; Lisa C. Morton,510 Blair,
smoked four packs of ciga- response and you would cious that it would.
Muray.
rettes daily. I'm certainly not expect it to cause an
I suspect that the chronic
Joe Pat Farley, Rt. 8, Box
proud of the fact that I've increased resting heart rate long-term tobacco chewer
never had the will power to and some other physiological who swallows the juice simply
1135, Murray; Mrs. Dorotha
quit even though I've tried on changes that may not be ends up increasing his chances
M. Jones, 810 South 16th
numerous occasions Recently desirable.
of having cancer of the digesStreet, Murray; Mrs. Dorothy
I've found that chewing tobacChewing tobacco may pose tive system while decreasing
L. Rogers, 1609 Wiswell Road,
co is quite effective in reduc- other hazards besides those his chances of having cancer
Murray; Mrs. Helen H. Green,
ing the cigarettes. As long as I from tobacco. Some popular of the lung.
Rt. 6, Mayfield; Mrs. Betty J.
chew, I don't smoke. Howev- brands contain natural licoI'm sending you The Health
Murer, when I'm at the office I rice. This substance has the Letter number 2-6, Tobacco:
Underhill, Rt. 3, Box 395,
Now
juice.
the
must
swallow
ray.
same effect as one of the pow- Cigarettes, Cigars, Pipes.
friends tell me that swallowreaders who want thiw
George Robert Alexander,
is worse erful hormones produced by Othercan send 75 cents with a
juice
tobacco
ing-the
issue
Rt. I, Box 201, Almo; Mrs.
than cigarette smoking in the adrenal gland ialdos- long, stamped, self-addressed
Judy F. Edwards, Dexter;
causing cancer and heart teroney If you swallow the envelope for it. Send your
Mrs. Earlene English, Rt. 7,
disease. What is your opinion? tobacco juice with licorice request to me, in care of this
DEAR READER - My you'may have high blood pres- newspaper, P.O. Box 1551,
Box 256, Benton; Mrs. Tresia
opinion is that you should quit sure, loss of potassium and Radio City Station, New York,
G. Jackson, 1101 Blemont,
both. The truth is that there other adverse reactions.
Paris, Tenn.; Mrs. Marion E.
When you chew tobacco, NY 10019. .
has not been a long-term
10th
South
Williams, 113
Chewing tobacco is also
study of large populations you won't get carbon monoxIt
Street, Murray.
concerning the effects of ide effects as you do from very bad for your teeth.
Carbon
the gingiva (gums)
cigarettes.
smoking
damages
A. B. Cloys, 605 Meadow
chewing tobacco on health.
the
After all, there aren't that monoxide is one of the factors and other soft tissues of
Lane, Murray; Mrs. Lurline
pyormany people who indulge in that contributes to problems mouth. This can lead to
G. Shaw, 12 Waldrop Trailer
with heart attacks. You can rhea with bone loss. The
this unpleasant habit.
Court, Murray; Mrs. Alberta
Even without the available also be fairly certain that tobacco juice may also cause
patch
W. Schultz, 6424 Madison
large population studies you're not likely to get cancer leukoplakia, a white
Avenue, Indianapolis, Ind.;
through time, there are cer- of the lungs or the other that can become malignant.
Bobby J. Garson, Rt. 2, Box
tain conclusions you can extensive forms of lung dammake. When you inhale a ciga- age that occur with chronic
58C, Buchanan, Term.; Ila E.
rette, nicotine and other sub- lung disease from inhaling
Douglas, 1307 Olive Street,
stances are absorbed into the cigarette smoke.
Murray.
circulation through the lungs.
Beyond that, you've got
Edward J. Shepard, Rt. 3,
The lung tissues become the other problems because the
Box 1028, Murray; Mrs.
barrier. That's also why they nicotine and tars that used to
Beulah M. Collins, Rt. 1,
become the site for lung be processed through the
Almo; Mrs. Hattie F. Elkins, cancer. The tars are strained lungs now enter the digestive
1613 Hamilton, Murray; Mrs. out by the tiny air sacs and system. Does the long-term
the lining of the
Rose H. Alexander (expired), deposited in the lungs. When exposure of
juice, digestive tract to tars and
tobacco
swallow
you
Tenn.;
Puryear,
Box 22,
nicotine will be absorbed just other substances in tobacco
William E. Moffett (expired), as it's absorbed through the increase the likelihood of hayRt. 5. box`1075, Murray.

Jo Burkeen, Local Scene Editor

Quit tobacco use

YARDS OF THE MONTH - The Garden Department of
the Murray Woman's Club has released the pictures oil
three of the yards of the month chosen for the month of
July. Committee members were Janet Denton, Nancy
Adams, Eva Morris, Calista Clanton, Ruth Wilson, and
Verda McCoy. In the upper left photo is McDonald's, 107
North 12th Street, chosen as the business yard of the
month. The yard is maintained by Crawford Scarborough.
In the upper right photo is the residence of Herbert and
Christine Key, 205 North 10th Street, Murray, and in the
lower left photo is the resident of Ralph and [ladle Ray,
1502 London Drive, Murray. Both the Key and Ray yards
are maintained by the owners.
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Senior Citizens
Venus Listed For The Week
Menus for the Nutrition Program for the Elderly and
Meals on Wheels have been
released for the week of Sept.
1 to 5.
Meals are served Monday
through Friday at 12 noon at
the Douglas Center and at
11:45 a.m at the Hazel
Center; and on Tuesday and
Thursday at 11:30 a.m, at the
Ellis Community Center.
Meals are also sent out each
day.
The Senior Citizens Centers
are closed today, Labor Day,
but meals are being sent out
on "Meals on Wheels" program. Menus are as follows:
Monday - beef and noodles,
sliced carrots, green peas, hot
roll, margarine, sliced
peaches, milk, coffee,or tea.
Tuesday - hamburgers,
tomato, lettuce, pickles,
potato salad, hot roll,
margarine, pineapple chunks,
milk, coffee, or tea.
Wednesday - sausage patties, cooked cabbage, white
beans,corn bread, margarine,
cantaloupe, milk, coffee, or
tea.

Thursday - oven fried
chicken, bean salad, broccoli
with cheese 'sauce, hot roll,
margarine, brownie, apple,
milk, coffee, or tea.
Friday - pizza burger, baked potato, tossed salad, bun,
margarine, orange, milk, coffee,or tea.

AT ROCHESTER
Mrs. Pat (Frances) Shea of
Murray, Calloway County Circuit Court Clerk,is a patient at
the Methodist Hospital, Room
7293, Rochester, Minn. 55901.
She was transferred there by
plane Thursday from the cardiac care unit of the MurrayCalloway County Hospital.
BENTON PATIENT
Ovis Riley of Kirlcsey was
dismissed Aug. 15 from the
Marshall County Hospital,
Benton.

The Murray-Calloway County Ministerial Association will
meet Wednesday, Sept. 3, at 7:30 a.m. in the private dining
room of the cafeteria of the Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.
Euple Ward, executive director of the Murray-Calloway
County Need Line Association, will be the guest speaker.
All ministers are urged to attend, a spokesman said.

By Abigail Van Buren

Sex Survey Results
Keep Pouring In

DEAR READERS. TIRED IN LINCOLN, NEB.,
wrote: "At age 50 and after 30 years of marriage, I
would like to forget about sex. altogether. I can't
believe I'm the only woman who feels this way.
Please poll your readers. Abby,and if they're honest,
I think you'll find I'm right."
As of today, I have received:
227,606 TOTAL RESPONSES.
114,005
Agreed with TIRED.
113,601
Disagreed:
Culled from the mail, some interesting comments:

Your Individual
Horoscope
Frances Drake

M
147
1
212
1.1411
HOSPITAL PATIENT
Homer McNeely of Hardin
was dismissed Aug. 16 from
the Marshall County Hospital,
Benton.

FOR TUESDAY,SEPTEMBER 2,1980
GALEN WORTHAM, 18
work
quickly. Creative
year old son of Mr. and Mrs.
What kind of day will tomor- favored.
Youel Wortham of the Lynn
PATIENT AT BENTON
row be? To find out what the PISCES
BENTON PATIENT
Grove Community, has enrollDismissed Aug. 15 from the
stars say, read the forecast ( Feb. 19 to Mar. 20)
Dismissed Aug. 17 from the
ed at Murray State University
Marshall County Hospital,
given for your birth Sign.
Marshall County Hospital,
A family member could
to major in aeronautical
Benton, was Noble Jones of
of
Hopkins
If
Gus
way.
some
in
My
you
was
disappoint
Benton,
"TIRED should be grateful her husband is normal.
engineering. He was the reciHardin.
ARIES
were
routine,
usual
Scientists,
the
bored with
Hardin.
husband and I, dedicated Christian
pient of a Board of Regents
19)
Apr.
to
of
21
birth
(Mar.
the
After
(sex).
someplace
m"
go
why not
programmed against "sensualis
scholarship from MSU. WorKeep expectations within special?
our only child, at age 37 my husband wished to return to the
PARIS PATIENT
of
tham is a graduate
celebate life-married, but no sex. I suddenly tame to my reasonable limits to ward off
YOU BORN TODAY may be
Andrew Osbron of Puryear,
senses, divorced him, and now I am married to a normal subsequent disappointment in somewhat fearful of taking a
dismissed Calloway County High School
been
has
Tenn.,
the job area. Close allies are chance on your talents. A need
where he was a member of the
Presbyterian."
H),M% HOTTA
from the Henry County
ANONYMOUS supportive.
BRIAN KEITH
and Pep
for the material goods of the
Hospital, Paris, Drama, Spanish,
General
THE
TAURUS
Clubs.
world competes with more
MOUNTAIN
nag
Tenn.
"I'm also tired. Tired of living with a slob. I have to
( Apr. 20 to May 20)
idealistic yearnings, often
g MEN
my husband to shower and use a deodorant. I don't think he
By CEC1LY BROWNSTONE
Watch carelessness or bad causing you to opt for securia
Editor
live
without
can
Food
he
if
Press
So
is.
Associated
knows where his toothbrush
c...•,„,c,.• 753-3314
judgment in money dealings. ty. Be careful not to let details
toothbrush, I can live without sex."
BRUNCH FARE
Go along with the wishes of a narrow the scope of your viENFIITUwrirMEM"
58
Gt
.
.
HE'S
.
53
I'M
unDALSEATIONSI
Dlorys
Walt
Fresh Fruit Cup
companion on an entertain- sion. Be true to your dream
7 10
Coffee
Benedict
Eggs
ment plan.
and rest assured that you will
"TIRED is gonna be surprised when she finds out there's
Bourbon Loaf
GEMINI
be amply rewarded. Music,
Portraits, Weddings, frames
sex after death, 'cause if there isn't, how could it be
BOURBON LOAF
(May 21 to June 20)
poetry, fiction and dance are
The alcohol in the bourbon heaven?"
estate
real
in
needed
Care
you
which
in
fields
the
of
PAUL
some
EVY IN ST.
evaporates during the baking.
matters. Don't expect too can make an original con1L4 cups fork-stirred whole
8:404-3:30 Sat., un.
will
air
Fresh
others.
of
with
much
agreed
women
Nine
office.
One Day Processing
our
tribution. Science, research
"We took a poll at
wheat ( graham) flour
TIRED, and six disagreed.(Five out of those six were under keep away the blues. Stay ac- and accounting may also ap1½ teaspoons baking powder
tive.
753-0035
30. What do they know?)"
peal to you. Your idealism at1 cup raisins, chopped
118 So. 12th
THE OFFICE GANG IN CHICAGO CANCER
tracts you to politics, teaching
medium-fine
7 10,9 06
03/
(::) and religion. Birthdate of:
(June 21 to July 22
)-2 cup (,4-pound stick)
"I'll be 85 soon, my husband is 90, and we still make love
Trying to guess where Cleveland Amory, writer,
butter
I
his
third.
regularly. This is my second marriage and
'Others stand could lead to er1 cup sugar
OL ,v1A
WTON JOHN
wholeheartedly disagree with TIRED. Poor thing. Her roneous conclusions. Ward off
4 eggs whites, from large
GENE KELL,
husband must be a poor lover."
79 Ornstian Church. w K5. West ArIM
01,
eggs
a tendency to retreat into your
ST. PETERSBURG, FLA.
42 cup 86-proof bourbon
shell.
1 cup walnuts, chopped
LEO
"I'm 69 and my husband is 79, and I have been pretending (July 23 to Aug. 22)
medium fine
This Thar. 9/4
be
but
he'd
doesn't,
me.
He
satisfies
he
that
years
for
1
On wax paper stir together
Friends could promise more
it takes less than a
7:20.9:25
cup of the flour and the baking crushed if he knew, and besides,
than they can deliver. Be
minute."
coat
bowl
small
a
In
powder.
FIRST CLASS ACTRESS skeptical of get-rich-quick
raisins with remaining ki cup
Trust US.
schemes. Neither a borrower
butter and sugar;
Cream
flour.
KURT
nor lender be.
"After 35 years of marriage to the same man, I equate sex
add egg whites in 4 additions,
RUSSELL
one's nose. I'm
VIRGO
beating at medium speed with with any other bodily function-like blowing
(Aug.23 to Sept. 22)
an electric beater for 30 sec- with TIRED."
BORED IN TEXAS
An unrealistic career plan
onds after each addition.
may have to be abandoned.
Add half the flour-baking pow"Just before I was married (at 19), my mom gave me a
Seek ways to safeguard
der mixture and the bourbon;
is a man's
security. A business acquainat lowest speed, beat just until little pep talk about sex. She said,'Honey, sex
are
just
they
it,
to
enjoy
tance is helpful.
blended; add the remaining game, and women aren't supposed
up
put
it
and
enjoying
you're
pretend
So
flour-baking powder mixture men's playthings.
LIBRA
riE
man.'
a
feel
like
him
it
make
to
with
and, again at lowest speed,
(Sept. 23 to Oct. 22)
like
sex?'
I
if
what
Mom,
'But,
said.
"I
beat just until blended. With a
trip may have to be
A
"She said, 'You're just like your father!'"
spoon fold in the flour-raisin
or plans revised.
ALLENTOWN PA. canceled
aiesteut St •753 3314
mixture and nuts. Turn into a
Your personality is an asset in
it
faking
still
if
she's
by
2
NEB.,
84
floured
IN
LINCOLN,
and
TIRED
"Tell
well-greased
career dealings. Be per4"2 by 2N-inch loaf pan. Bake after 30 years she can send her husband to Milwaukee. I'm
You bet it is. Two thousand years old-fashioned. It hasn't gone
sonable for success.
in a preheated 300-degree oven 62 and my husband is dead, but I'm not."
of style like peg pants and bobby sox. Christianity is not
out
WILLING IN WISCONSIN
SCORPIO
until a cake tester inserted in
..
1;J
AC•
just another fad.
Nov.
21)
to
23
the crack in the center comes
(Oct.
11 MAP, 1 FE
Tell
husband.
her
to
a
"So TIRED submits to sex as favor
At the Christian Church (Disciples of Christ) we have a way
out clean - 1,4 hours. Loosen her if she wants to do something 'nice' for the man she loves,
Be careful with the assets of
egEs _/E/00.40t
a wire
on
out
turn
yourself
and
to
edges
plans
Keep
others.
looking at faith and the church that is a little different from
of
ER
cake!"
a
DAUGHT 14;
to bake him
rack; turn right side up. Cool
ALASKA LADY, AGE 56
for the best results. A friend
of the other denominations. We believe in freedom of inlot
a
\II 1
is
VI I
sain
tightly
completely. Wrap
could let you down in some
the
was
I
thought
I
survey.
of the Scriptures. We don't tell you what to think,
this
for
terpretation
asking
for
softIt way 121 S •753-3314
to
"Thanks
overnight
ran and store
way.
only 50-yearold woman who was tired of sex. I'm also tired
we ask you what you think.
en crust before slicing
SAGITTARIUS
cooking."
We sure don't think that the church is old hat. We think that
(Nov.22 to Dec.21)
WINNIPEG, CAN.
Though social get-togethers
should band together and share their faith and joy
Christians
"Would you believe after 25 years of marriage my
a
favored,
are
the church community.
through
living
of
sex
can
have
he
so
a.fri.
6
for
the
alarm
sets
still
husband
misunderstanding coula arise
Bring your new,or old, ideas to church Sunday. We welcome
before breakfast? You'd better believe I am also tired!"
one. Be clear and
close
a
with
HOUSTON
both of you.
direct with others.
Now-tewn dilemmas fed.
CAPRICORN
"Ask TIRED IN NEBRASKA if she wants to negotiate a
(Dec. 22 to Jan. 19)
trade. I'm 53, my Aueband's impotent, and I'm hungry for
atter a WELCOME WAGON cell.
love in Iowa."
Don't let things slide. Use
As year Nosh's, Its nip rob to hip you make be
SIOUX CITY
extra care at work to avoid
most of year nine neighberiosed. Sr shopping areas.
mistakes. Dealings with
"I'm 82 and my wife is AO, and after 50 years of mut-nage,
North of the iquare on Fifth Street
Community opportmeities. Special ottnichns. Lets
higher-ups. are' favored. Sowe iitill'enjoy onr conjugal relationship. Abby, why are you
of foots Is sass youths sod mossy.
Dr. David C. Roos, Minister
the
critical.
poll
to
is
survey
meone
a
take
Please
women?
asking only the
Pies a basket of gifts for peer family.
Deane."
AQUARIUS
eyes,
your
open
men. It will
I'll Is Whim(for your call.
SEATTLE
(Jan. 20 to Feb. 18)
elcome Ii.agon
A romantic interest may not
DEAR SEATTLE: Thanks. but not for a while. I'm
be sincere. Those who come on
ed by
precipitat
753-5570
mail
of
deluge
Hamilton
the
Mary
from
`
I.
"tired"
Inge King 492-8348
strong may cool off just as
TIRED IN LINCOLN. NEB.
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Nancy Lee Stone Wed To
Mr. Hammer At Church

Misa Nancy Lee Stone and
Charles Frederick Hammer
were married Saturday, Aug.
9 at 4 p.m. at First Broad
Street United Methodist Church, Kingsport,Tenn.
Dr. J. Spurgeon McCartt officiated at the double ring
ceremony. A program of wedding music was provided by
Mrs. Robert L. Ammons,
organist, and Mrs. James E.
Harris, vocalist.
The bride is the daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Albert L. Stone
of Kingsport and the groom is
the son of Mr. and Mrs. C.
Franklin Hammer, Sr.,
Nashville, Tenn. The bride is
the granddaughter of Mrs.
Fred A. Stone of Murray and
the late Mr. Stone.
Bride's Dress
Given in marriage by her
father, the bride wore a traditional gown of white chiffon
and venise lace, featuring a
Qbeen Anne neckline and an
empire lace-covered bodice
accented with seed pearls.
Long bishop sleeves, appliqued with lace, ended in fitted
lace cuffs*, The full A-line
skirt, edged in venise lace, extended into a watteau train.
The fingertip veil, edged in a
double row of venise lace, was
attached to a juliet headpiece,
covered in lace.
The bride carried a cascade
bouquet of white roses, fiji
mums and baby's breath, with
white streamers tied in love
knots.
Mrs. Cheryl Heckler Monroe
attended as matron of honor.
Bridesmaids were Miss Beth
Bancroft, Miss Celia Heckler,
Miss Ann Hadley and Mrs.
Libby Woodard Spicer.
Flower girl gas Miss Katie
Hammer,niece of the groom.
C. Franklin Hammer, Jr.
served his brother as best
man. Ushers were Joseph P.
Holland, cousin of the groom,
W. Fox Holland, uncle of the
groom, Rev. James C. Norton
and W. Laurence Sullivan.
The bride is a graduate of
Dobyns-lBennett High School
and the University of Tennessee, where she received a
bachelor's degree in home
economics. She is employed
United
Blakemore
by
Methodist Church, Nashville,
Tenn.

Monday,Sept. I
Kathleen Jones Group of
First Baptist Church Women
will meet at 7:15 p.m. at the
home of Laurine Andrus.

Tuesday,Sept. 2
Parents Anonymous will
meet at 715 p.m. For information call 753-5995 or 4354385. Note change in date.

Recovery, Inc., will meet at
7:30 p.m. at the Health Center,
North Seventh and Olive
Streets, Murray.

Murray-Calloway County
Camera Club will meet at 7
p.m. at the annex of the First
United Methodist Church.

Exhibits at the Clara M.
Eagle Gallery of Fine Arts
Center, Murray State University, will be a Kentucky Arts
Commission exhibition map
art artificats; a show of wood
by Bob Falwell; a utilitarian
ceramics invitational show
and exhibition of monotype
prints from Pratt School of
Design. These will run
through Sept. 17.

und Wm Charles Frvderh'k Hammer

Murray Lodge No. 105 Free
and Accepted Masons will
meet at 7:30 p.m. at the lodge
hall.
Senior Citizens centers will
be closed, but home meals will
be delivered in the "Meals On
Wheels" program as scheduled

Clarksville, Tennessee.
Labor Day Scramble for
The couple will reside in
men and women and a supper
Clarksville.
is scheduled at the Oaks CounRehearsal Dinner
The groom's parents enter- try Club.
tained with a rehearsal dinner
Tuesday,Sept. 2
at the Ramada Inn, Kingsport,
Executive Board of the MurTenn.
ray Woman's Club will meet
at 11:30 a.m. at the club house.
Note change in date.
1

lAftermath Scheduled

Recruitment and registration for Aftermath, a non profit
after school creative play program for children, ages 6 to 10,
will be held Wednesday, Sept. 3, from 4:30 to 6 p.m. at St.
John's Episcopal Church,1620 West Main Street, Murray.
This program is designed to provide constructive supervision for the children of working student parents and will be
from 2:30 to 5:30 p.m., Monday through F;iday,a spokesman
said.

1

Kappa Meet Tuesdayl
Glen Hendren will speak on Time Management" at the
meeting of the Kappa Department of the Murray Woman's
Club to be held Tuesday, Sept. 2, at 6:30 p.m. at the club
house. Each one is to bring a salad.
New officers are Alice Rouse, chairman, Susie Malone,
vice chairman, Rita Ford, secretary, and Betty Brockway,
treasurer.
Hostesses will be Linda Haverstock, Kathy Mattis,
Georgianna Moffitt, Marion Watson,and Paul Compton.

SELECTED AS WINNERS — Craig Thurman, manager and teacher at Thurman's School
of Dance, Murray, and Pam Willett, teacher at the school, entered the disco contest at
the Obion County Fair, Union City, Tenn. The couple won and were awarded $300.
This past June the couple took second place in professional competition in disco dancing in the Mid United States Dance Championships right under the holder of the
United States Dance Championship.

Ledbetter Baptist Church
To Hold Revival Services
The Ledbetter Baptist Church located 8 mi. east of
Murray, off hwy. 94 will
hold revival services beginning Mon. Sept. 1 thru Sun.
morning Sept. 7 with Sun.
School at 10 and worship
services at 11 o'clock. Services will be each evening at
7:30 p.m. with the Rev.
James R. Hale, pastor of the
Hardin Baptist Church as the
evangelist. The pastor, the
Rev. Dewey M. Dick, invites
the public to attend.

"Ar._460444ARNOLD BOY
Mr. and Mrs. Stassen Arnold, 405 South 10th Street,
Murray, are the parents of a
baby boy, Charles Jason,
weighing seven pounds 15
ounces, born on Monday, July
28, at the Murray-Calloway
County Hospital.
Maternal grandparents are
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Carver
of Paris, Tenn., and paternal
grandparents are Mr. and
Mrs. Theron Lee of Big Sandy,
Tenn.
MODEL T
Henry Ford introduced his
first Model-T Ford in 1908.

WHAT YOU SEE-- IS NOT WHAT YOU CETThe store
with the highest shelf prices in town often advertises
10 or 12 items at a very low price, but remembcr, there
are about 10,000 items in the average Big John Store,
and Big John has the lowest shelf prices EVERY DAY!

a.—
•

dm.s•

activities
Day
Labor
scheduled at the Murray
Country Club include golf at 4
p.m. and potluck at 7 p.m:

The groom was graduated
from
Bell
Montgomery
Academy and Vanderbilt
University, with a bachelor's
degree in history. He is attending seminary at Vanderbilt
Divinity School and serving as
in
student
minister

.err
.

Community Happenings Listed

THE

Alcoholics Anonymous will
meet at 8 p.m. at the west end
Groups of First Baptist
of the West Kentucky
Livestock and Exposition Church Women will meet as
follows: Dorothy with Roberta
Center,College Farm Road.
Tarry at 10:30 a.m.; ,Bea
Calloway County Band Walker with Mary Ann
Boosters will meet at 7 p.m. at Russell at 7:30 p.m.
the band room of the Calloway
First United Methodist
Middle School.
Church Women will meet at 10
Mothers Morning Out will be a.m, at the church with exat 9 a.m. at the First United ecutive meeting at 9 a.m, and
coffee at 9:30 a.m.
Methodist Church.
Del Frazier will be the lead
Prayer breakfast of First
instructor for the oil painting
United Methodist Men will be
session at the Murray Art
at 7 a.m. at the Triangle Inn.
Guild from Ito 4 p.m.
Women's Guild of St. Leo's
Farm Bureau King, Queen, Catholic Church will meet at 1
and Talent Contest will be at p.m. A membership tea will be
the Calloway County Farm held at the new Parish Hall.
Bureau building. For informaThe Gladys Williamson
tion call 753-5427.
Group of the Sinking Spring
Group II of First Christian Baptist Church willmeet at the
Church CWF will meet at 2 home of Laura Paschall,
p.m. with Sallie Littleton.
Murray Assembly No. 19
Cohostesses will be Pauline
Speegle and Lochie Hart. The Order of the Rainbow for Girls
latter will give the program will meet. at 7 p.m. at the
and Nelle Robbins the devo- Masonic Hall.
Delta Department of the
tion.
Murray Woman's Club will
Murof
Department
Kappa
have a smorgasbord at the
ray Womtan's Club will meet
house at 6:30 p.m.
club
house.
at 6:30 p.m. at the club
Each one is to bring a salad.
Wednesday,Sept. 3
Goshen United Methodist
Church Women will meet at 7
p.m. at the church.

ACES®!RA G CORN, JR

"You have to know the
ivies in order to pull the
strings." -- Shelby Friedman.

iloctfi
North

Declarer must pull the
right strings to assure success of today's interesting
game. If he slips, East will
have an opportunity fpr a
fine play to convert a sour
minus into a pleasant plus.
South wins the heart ace
and considers his next play.
Is there any good reason not
to start the trumps? If that
play looks safe, let's see
what might happen.
The trump finesse loses to
East's king and East looks
over the defensive prospects. Aside.from the trump
king. East can count on winning the diamond ace and
that means the defense
needs two more tricks to
beat the game.
Can East reasonably
expect West to contribute
two tricks in high cards?
Most probably not, since
that would leave South with
little opening strength.
So East decides that he
needs two diamonds to beat
the game and at trick three
he leads the diamond jack.
Dummy wins, trumps are
drawn and declarer starts
the clubs. West hops up with
his ace to lead a diamond
and the defense has a quick
four tricks.
What can declarer do to
save his game? After winning the opening lead, he
should lead clubs instead of
taking the trump finesse.
West can win and shift to
diamonds, but now it is too
late. Declarer can throw
dummy's small diamond on
his high club and the defenders are held to only three
tricks.

South

I•

I•

2•

2 NT

3•

NORTH

Tuesday,Sept. 2
Senior Citizens will meet as
follows: Murray at Ellis
Center from 10 a.m. to 3 p.m.;
Hazel at Hazel Center from 10
a.m. to 2 p.m.; Dexter at 9:30
a.m. at Dexter Center;
Douglas Center from 10 a.m.
to 2 p.m.
First Baptist Church WMU
will meet at 9:30 a.m, at the
church.

Mission groups of Flint Baptist Church are scheduled to
meet at 7 p.m.
Baptist Women, Baptist
Young Women, and Acteens
are scheduled to meet at 7
p.m. at the Cherry Corner
Baptist Church.

ANSWER: Four spades
All women tennis players of
North is obviously short in the Murray Country Club are
spades
clubs and has three
asked to meet' at the Green
Spades should be a safer conroom of the club house.
tract than three no trump
--Send bridge questions to The Si-,
Ladies day golf with Billie
PO Box 12353 Dallas Texas 73225 Cohoon as hostess will be held
with self-addressed stamped emelope
at the Murray Country Club.

Vulnerable: None Dealer
South. The bidding:
East
Pass
Pass

Opening lead. Heart queen
Be careful of drawing
trumps too soon. Sometimes
it's better to delay the
trumps to give an urgent
matter first priority.
Bid with Coro

South holds

9-1-B
itinte wee

•J 109 7 6
VA K
•7 5 3

MISS
YOUR PAPER?

United Campus Ministry
luncheon will be held.at 12:30
p.m. at the Ordway Hall conference room with Dr. Constantine Curris as speaker.

al

Subscribers who hove noi
received their home-delivewi
copy of Hie Meru, ledger 4 Time*,
530 p.m Monday -f riday or by
330 p.m Saturdays ore urgPLI
to call 753-1916 between 530 pm
end 6 p.m. Moeda, Ilacre96 f061. ii
330 p.m. and 40... Sebrdays.
A circulation deportment employee is on duty during these
time periods to insure delivery
of your newspaper Calls must
be placed by 6 p.m. weekdays or4 p.m. Saturdays to guarantee
delive' v.
The regular business office
hours of Ike Murray Ledger & Times are 8 a.m. b 5 p.m., Monday
through Friday and 8 a.m. to now
Saturdays.

"That's the way
you want

one HOUR
'DRY
cLeaneRs
,
I Er.

F
( FN,

Phone 753-9525

to perfection
folded or on hangers

prices good all week!

SUBSCRIBE
CALL 75

9-1-A

North
3•
Pass

Hazel Senior Citizens wilt
have activities from 10 a.m. to
2 p.m. at the Hazel Center with
lunch served at 11:45 a.M7
Ladies day events at the
Oaks Country Club will be at
9:30 a.m. with Grace James as
gulf hostess and Mayrelle
Clark as bridge hostess.
Murray-Calloway County
Ministerial Assocition will
meet for breakfast at 7:30
a.m. in the private dining
room of the catetetfa of the
County
Murray-Calloway
Hospital.

Turn to the Murray Ledger & Tunes
Each week we list dozens of job opportunities for you.
You save time tracking down job leads since most employers
realize the value of classified advertising
It also means you stand a much better
chance of finding the job you want
If you need a job turn to the No. I
Job Guide in this area.
The Murray Ledger & Times
"We tal,the work cut of looking for work "

EAST
WEST
•K 2
•5 4
V9 6 3
glo QJi08
•A J 10 9
•8 4 2
4 10 9 7 2
•A 5 4 3
SOUTH
•J 10 9 7 6
V AK
•7 5 3
•K J 6

West
Pass
Pass

Wednesday,Sept. 3
Recruitment and registration for Aftermath, a non profit after school creative play
program for ages 6 to 10 will
be held from 4:30 to 6 p.m. at
St. John's Episcopal Church.

ake the work
out of looking
for work.

•A Q 8 3
754 2
•K Q 6
•Q 8

South
1•
4•

Wednesday,Sept. 3
Nature's Palette Garden
Club will meet at 1:30 p.m. at
the Ellis Community Center
with Emma Knight as hostess.
Douglas Center will be open
from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. for activities by the Senior Citizens
with lunch served at 12 noon.

AY!

VS,^;
,f4.4.3tAl
•Nrato.:4,%.
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Looking Back

Opinion Page

10 Years Ago

EDITORL4L

Auto Tests
Again domestic cars show
they are safer than foreign-built
autos.
In Transportation Department crash tests only the Chevrolet Chevette and a Fiat Strada
passed. Ten 1980-model cars —
two made in Germany and eight
failed.
built in Japan
Similar tests were made last
February on 1979 models. They
proved the Chevrolet Citation,

Plymouth Horizon and the Ford
Mustang withstood the crashes
better than all the foreign cars
involved.
Detroit should be heartened
by the news. If domestic firms
seek the ultimate in safety,
economy and good workmanship, it will mean a lot toward
regaining leadership in the auto
industry.

DECISION '80

Funny,Funny World
Hartford, Oh
— The vets say
Gabriel is 'Utley to tip the scales at 600
pounds if he doesn't cut back on dog
food, cola and beer. But as the
housebroken pet of Joe Caroselli, he
isn't likely to become pork chops soon.
The Carosellis, who bought Gabriel at
an auction because "it seemed like no
one else wanted him," just can't part
with their pet porker.
"There's quite a few people who want
to buy him," said Caroselli. "But my
wife won't let me:She's afraid he might
end up on their dinner tables."
Caroselli, 52, says he didn't know

much about swine when he bought the
five-pound pink piglet. Eight months
and nearly 300 pounds later, Caroselli
considers himself an authority on pig
psychology.
Gabriel has been housebroken, and
was taught to be better behaved than
the Caroselles 10 beagles and Brittany
spaniels.
"My wife bought 25 cans of cola, put
them in the garage and left the door
open," Caroselli said. "Gabriel got in
there, popped every can with his teeth,
and licked the pop off the garage floor."

Washington Today

Eisenhower Strategy
An AP News Analysis
By BARRY SCHWEID
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON (AP) — The campaign has barely begun, but already put
to rest is the notion that Ronald Reagan
could adopt the strategy of Dwight
Eisenhower — avoid controversy and
ride a smile and winning personality into the White House.
Smart as Adlai Stevenson was, he
could not draw the general out, or
engage him in the kind of hand-to-hand
political combat that leads to new insights for voters but also liabilities for
the candidate. Eisenhower stood fast on
generalities and trounced Stevenson
twice.
Jimmy Carter, a canny campaigner,
is succeeding where Stevenson failed.
He is taking the fight to Reagan, portraying him, as Reagan says — as a
combination of Ebenezer Scrooge and
the Mad Bomber. The strategy seems
to be working, at least to the extent of
smoking Reagan out.
Rising to the bait and risking an early
lead in the olls, Reagan is breaking
down the generalized stump speech
that carried him through the
Republican primaries to expound on
specific issues.
As a result, in the mined field of
foreign policy, he is saying more about
how he stands on arms control and U.S.
relations with the Soviet Union and
China.
Developing his peace-throughstrength theme, for instance, Reagan
itemized before the Veterans of Foreign
Wars in Chicago last Monday his
understanding of Soviet strategy and
designs.
He said the Soviets are trying to
isolate the U.S. from its allies in the
North Atlantic Treaty Organization,
gain new influence in the Arabian Gulf
and Southern Asia, encircle and
neutralize China and foment revolution
in the Caribbean.
It was a classically conservative
speech, reflecting deep suspicion of the
Soviet Union and doubts about the
wisdom of entering into arms control
agreements with the Kremlin.
In dealing with arms control, Reagan
ridiculed Secretary of State Edmund
Muskie's warning that striving for
military superiority would lead to an
shout arms race. "We're already in an
arms race, but only the Soviets are racing," Reagan told the VFW conventioneers.
But later, at the American Legion
convention in Boston on Wednesday,
Reagan-4 supported "essential
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equivalence" with the Soviet Union, an
approach that is generally considered
both more moderate and more realistic
in this age of sophisticated nuclear
weapons.
He even seemed a bit defensive about
the GOP platform's call for military
superiority. "Since when," he asked,
"has it been wrong for America to aim
to be finest in military strength? How is
America military superiority
dangerous?"
On China, meanwhile, Reagan could
be reaching for trouble by spelling out
his support for "official relations" with
Taiwan.
By persisting now in his support for a
U.S. -liaison office," Reagan could be
exposing himself to charges of not
grasping the subtleties of U.S. relations
with China while, ironically, also losing
favor with American voters who
wanted to reverse the break with
Taiwan.

Business Mirror

Heartline is a service for senior
citizens. Its purpose is to answer questions and solve problems. If you have a
question or a problem not answered in
these columns, write to Heartline, 114
East Dayton St., West Alexandria, Ohio
45381. You will receive a prompt reply,
but you must include a self-addressed,
stamped envelope. The most useful
replies will be printed in this column.
HEARTLINE: My husband and I will

Bible Thought
Lord I have loved the habitation of
thy house and the place where thine
honor dwelleth. — Psalm 26:8.
The gathering together of the people
of God for worship, for instruction and
for praise is always honored by His
presence. Go to church and seek His
blessing.
WRITE A LETTER
Letters to the editor are welcomed
and encouraged. All letters must be
signed by the writer and the writer's
address and phone number must be
included for verification. The phone
number will not be published.
Letters should be typewritten and
double-spaced whenever possible
and should be on topics of general
interest.
Editors reserve the right to
condense or reject any letter and
limit frequent writers.
Address correspondence to':
Editor, The Murray Ledger &
Times, Box 32, Murray,Ky.42071.

By John Cunniff

be retiring the first of 1981. We have
both worked for many years. I know
that I am eligible for my own benefits

being treated by a Naturopath. Can you
tell me what this is and if Medicare
covers this type of treatment? B.W.
ANSWER: A Naturopath is a
nonmedical practitioner who claims to
be able to cure illnesses by giving
natural remedies derived from such
things as foods, herbs, light, water, etc.
A Naturopath's services are not
covered by Medicare.
HEARTLINE: Several years ago, I
had cataract surgery. I now have to
wear special lenses. I need a new pair
of glasses. Medicare helped pay for the
first pair. Will they help pay for this second pair? R.T.
ANSWER: Yes, the lens, but not the
frame, and only if the lens is medically
necessary due to a change of prescrip-4ion, not for an extra pair.

as a worker and also for a share of my
husband's benefits as a wife. Will I be
able to draw both of these benefits?
P.E.
ANSWER: You can draw benefits
under both, but not the full benefit
under both. You would receive your full
Social Security benefit on your own
work record. Then, if your own benefit
is less than what you would be eligible
for under wife's benefits, you would
receive the difference between the two
so that your total Social Security
benefit would be equal to the amount
you would have received under wife's
benefits. If your own Social Security
retirement is larger than what the
wife's benefit would be, then you would
only receive your own retirement, and
would not be eligible for anything under
wife's benefits.
Now, before you retire, is the best
time to learn about the retirement program you will have. Our Guide to Social
Security provides all the information
that most people will ever need on the
Social Security program. Don't wait until it is too late to find out that you have
earned too much at that part-time job,
and that you will have to pay some back
to Social Security. Know what information to take with you when you apply for
Social Security benefits so that your
claim can be processed as quickly as
possible. To order our guide, send two
dollars to Heartline, Dept. SS, 114 East
Dayton St., West Alexandria, Ohio
45381.
HEARTLINE: I have heard of people
4-4-1-4-c•
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The Story Of
Recession Or Depression?
NEW YORK (AP) — Ronald Reagan
is being criticized for saying the country is in a depression rather than a
recession, but the distinction has meaning only for politicians, economists and
semanticists.
All three are likely to make
something of it, but it will matter not a
whit to the public,except to the extent it
distracts attention from the real issues,
and the ability of candidates to deal
with them.
Call it a recession, call it a depression. No one group owns the definitions,
and none has produced generally accepted distinctions, except to say the
differences are a matter of time and
degree.
What really is important is the current condition of the economy, not its
descriptions,and if the candidates don't
recognize this fact the public almost
certainly does, because the public is the
economy.
The public knows that it is living with
chronic inflation, chronic debt and, for
ABOUT THIS PAGE
Editorials, columns and other
opinionated articles on this page are
presented for the purpose of
, providing a forum for the free
exchange of differing opinions.
We at The Murray Ledger &
Times strongly believe that to limit
oninionated articles to only those
which parallel the editorial
philosophy of this newspaper would
be a disservice to our readers.
Therefore, we encourage readers
who do not agree with an editorial
stand or the ideas presented by an
individual writer in a column or
other article, to respond with their
feelings on the particular issues
being discussed with a letter to the
editor.
By the same token, if an issue has
not been discussed on.this page ow
a reader feels that the issue merits
the attention of the general public,
we welcome a letter to the editor or
an authored article on whatever that
topic might be.
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those with the least skills, chronic
unemployment. They read that productivity is falling, and they know their incomes are.
They might not understand the
details, but they know that the dollar's
low value is a measure of economic
weakness,and they see evidence of it in
the inability of domestic carmakers to
counter Japanese imports.
They hear political promises, about
balanced budgets and the like, and they
know the promises are insincere. They
see their taxes go up with inflation, and
they wonder what in the economy they
are getting for it.
They see some of the biggest cities
and biggest corporations on the financial ropes, and they watch while
bureaucratic nitpickers deal with
manufactured legal technicalities instead of facing the issues.
When they seek to buy a house for
which they have saved for years they
find they cannot afford it. They lower
their aspirations and choose a more
modest house and then find they cannot
obtain the financing.
The various consumer polls reveal
the gloom and distress, some of which
seems to arise from the realization that
you cannot continue to run an economy
this way without ultimately having to
face the truth.
And the polls show also, and have
Once the mid-1970s, that millions of
families are in a financial bind, but that
their plight has been averaged out in
the statistics by a smaller number who
have been living extraordinarily well.
Those who must deal with the dollar
at the local meat market might not
know the abstract subject of economics
but they know something about its practical application, and they can reason
from there.
They know that with high inflation it
doesn't Thsy to save,and they worry that
it makes economic if not common sense
to borrow and pay back in cheaper
dollars. And they know it can't continue, because without savings you
can't build factories to make jobs to pay
wages.

Calloway County
1822-1976 By Dorothy and Kerby Jennings
Copyright, 1.11
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1964
The towering brick walls of the interior of Downs Tobacco
Factory where Poplar Street crosses the railway tracks have been a
masonary work of wonderment to most every 'Iran and boy in Calloway County since the huge building was constructed in 1901, as
if the red-textured spaciousness were suspended more in thin air
than the magic of mathematics. Many a bare-footed boy has paused
to pass a refreshing cool moment bathed in unctuous nicotine aroma
cascading off huge bulks of tiered tobacco, fully 15 degrees cooler
inside than on the blistering gravelled 1st Street exterior, while padding home from the Little Mill swimming hole in Clark's River.
For more than half a century, in fact 63 years, the oasis had served
well both the Tom Sawyers of Murray town, red-necked tobacco
growers, rusty work hands, and the Downs families pacting the
weed into hogsheads destined for overseas markets before succumb'big to the ravages of old age, leaving curvitures of arthritic brick
and mortor, hinting inevitable collapse, thus prompting the owners
to raze the building in 1964—one of the last of the old tobacco
factories.
When the old walls came thundering down, it marked the end
of a long lasting tobacco prizery economy in Calloway, calen4ared
since the beginning,of the county, although other prizeries continued
in a hit and miss operation thereafter, but not with' the predominant
role of the historical past. Coincidental this was the year that a
London, England, newspaper revealed the health hazards that users
of tobacco were subjected, ten times the fatal heart attacks as of
non-smokers, a revelation scooped from a secret U. S. Department
of Health report which became public two weeks after the overseas
news story of Jan. 11, 1964. Certification by a scientific group of
investigators sustained this writer who had for 20 years or more
stated similar conclusions, even going so far as to write "every load
of tobacco raised in Calloway County would cause the deaths, of
at least two human beings," in an effort to publicize the moral implication of the culture. Admittedly, the outcries fell on deaf ears,
but the scientific report was balm to an earlier judgment.
But a journalist from Murray did find national acclaim in th4,
profession. John Mac Carter, son of the W. Z. Carters, was nominated b)c,Jhe national Chamber of Commerce a# one of ten of the
"Most Outstanding Young Men in America" at a convention in Santa
Monica, Calif. The 35 year old Murray native was editor of McCall's
Magazine at the time.

To Be Continued

Enrolled in the schools of Murray and
Calloway County are 4,678 students, according to figures released by school officials. Murray High, grades 7 to 12, has
946 students; Calloway High, grades 9
to 12, has 768 students. Other elementary schools include Austin and Carter
Elementary in the city; Murray
University, grades kindergarten
through sixth grade; and Almo, Faxon,
Hazel, Kirksey, Lynn Grove, and New
Concord, grades 1 through 8.
Deaths reported include Mrs. Granville(Pearl)Scarbrough.
Lt. Walter Blackburn is serving with
the Chemical Corps, U. S. Army, in
Korea. He is the son of Dr. and Mrs. W.
E. Blackburn of Murray. His wife is the
former Shirley Diane Lyons, daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. Ora Lee Lyons, also of
Murray.
The 42 Candy Stripers working at the
Murray-Calloway County Hospital and
Convalescent Division this summer logged a total of 2,663 hours of volunteer
services, officials said.
Mr. and Mrs. Everett L. Briscoe of
Murray Route 3 will celebrate their 50th
wedding anniversary with an open
house on Sept. 4.
The Rev. Morrison Galloway will
speak on "Putting Your Garden To
Bed" at the meeting of the Garden
Department of the Murray Woman's
Club.

20 Years Ago
A special feature story written by
Vade Bolton on Murray's newest industry, Murray Silica Sand Company,
is published today. The business is
operated by Taz and Doris Ezell.
Deaths reported include Floyd
Cherry,74.
Mrs. Tow W. (Dewdrop) Rowlett,
Murray teacher, received the specialist
in education degree in physical education, from George Peabody College for
Teachers, Nashville, Tenn. She teaches
health and physical education at Murray High School.
Murray Mayor Holmes Ellis will
speak at the meeting of the Murray
Civitan Club to be held tonight at the
Murray Woman's Club House.
Mr. and Mrs. Cletus Robinfon of St.
Louis, Mo., are the guests of Mr. and
Mrs. D. C. Jones.
Mr. and Mrs. Owen Brandon and Mr.
and Mrs. Max Brandon visited Ted
Brandon and family of Atlanta, Ga.,
over the weekend.
Crisco, three pound can, is listed as
selling for 69 cents in the ad for
Kavanaugh's IGA Foodliner.
Showing at the Murray Drive In
Theatre is "Beloved Infidel" starring
Gregory Peck and Deborah Kerr.

30 Years Ago
A power failure of about 40 minutes in
the northern part of the city occurred
yesterday morning due to a limb falling
across the power lines.
The Murray Manufacturing Company is planning to build a guest house
for the use of personnel of the plant on
West Main Street, Murray, between
13th and 14th Streets.
Births reported include a boy to Mr.
and Mrs. W.T. Keeling on Aug. 29 and a
boy to Mr. and Mrs. William J. Colburn
on Aug. 29.
Albert Lee Stone, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Fred Stone of Murray, has received an
assistantship at the University of Kentucky, Lexington, to study for his
moter's degree in chemistry.
Eli Alexander of Murray is pictured
as a member of the football squad for
1950 for the Thoroughbreds of Murray
State College.
Mr. and Mrs. John L. Smotherman
and baby son, John David, have returned home after a vacation in Detroit,
Mich.,and Indianapolis,Ind.

Today In History
By The Associated Press
Today is Monday, Sept. 1, the 245th
day of 1980. There are 121 days left in
the year.
Today's highlight in history:
On Sept. 1, 1939, World War II began
with the German invasion of Poland.
On this date:
In 1682, 100 English Quakers led by
William Penn sailed for America.
In 1807, a court in Richmond, Va., acquitted former Vice President Aaron
Burr of charges of treason.
In 1862, liquor rations were abolished
in the Navy.
in 1945, Japan surrendered to the
United States aboard the battleship
Missouri, thereby ending World War II.
Ten years ago: The Senate defeated
the Hatfield-McGovern Amendment
designed to limit American involvement in the war in Vietnam.
Five years ago: Ecuador's president,
Guillermo Rodriguez Lara, and his
loyalist troops crushed a revolt by
troops who had seized the government
palace.
One year ago: Jessie Thomas, after
19 hours of surgery at University of
Maryland Hospital, became the first
person known to have part of her spine
replaced by a piece of metal.
Today's birthdays: Former Defense
Secretary Melvin Laird it 58 years old.
Baseball player Garry Maddox is 31.
Thought for today: Human status
ought not to depend upon the changing
demands of the economic process. —
William Temple)1881-1944),
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ARM
1980 Alumni Reunion
Of UK Agriculture Is
Scheduled For Saturday
The date for the 1980 reunion
of alumni of the University of
Kentucky College of
Agriculture has been set for
Saturday,Sept. 6.
Scheduled ont he day of the
first home football game each
fall, the event is a week earlier
than usual this fall. The early
date for the first home game
was set to give the Kentucky
Wildcats one game of experience on home turf prior to
the game with the usuallytough University of Oklahoma
Sooners at Norman Sept. 13.
UK's opponent Sept. 6 is Utah
State University.
This year's eighth annual
UK Ag Alumni Roundup promises to be "the biggest and
best ever," according to Paul
Appel, assistant to the Dean of
Agriculture. He said, "A very
large blue and white tent will
be erected outside of the E.S.
Good barn to comfortably seat
over 2,000 guests that are expected."
The meeting at the E. S.
Good barn on the UK campus
will feature a barbecue lun.cheon and a program honoring
a distinguished alumnus from
each of the 15 chapters of the
UK Agriculture Alumni
Association throughout the
state, with special recognition
given to one selected as the
state distinguished alumnus.
Members of the 50th anniversary classilff135; still ir•
recognized during the program which also includes
presentations of the alumni
leadership award and of student cash scholarships provid-

ed by the alumni group.
Special guests at the alumni
roundup will be the 1980
cheerleader squad, the
Wildcat mascot and 1980
basketball players including
freshman
recruits and
coaches.
•
"The annual Roundup programs are planned to encourage alumni to return to
the campus to renew old acquaintances, make new
friends and visit with faculty
members," said Appel who is
coordinator of'UK -College of
Agriculture Alumni affairs.
He added, "The meeting also
provides an excellent opportunity for the College of
Agriculture Alumni Association to publicly recognize 50th
anniversary class members
and to present awards to
distinguished alumni."
Following the luncheon
which will be served at 10:45
a.m. to 1 p.m. and the program,alumni with tickets will
attend the football game
across the street in Commonwealth Stadium. Game
time is 1:30.
Appel said that letters of invitation to the Roundup, including luncheon and football
ticket ordering information,
have been mailed to each College of Agriculture Alumnus.
The College has 1,800 football
tickets reserved • for the
September 6 game. Appel said
that alumni association dues
must be paid up to be eligible
for reserved seat football
tickets.

CORRECTION
Due to a typographical error the Calloway County Fiscal
Court Treasurer's Summary had a wrong amount in the
General Fund Income.
It should have read:
Treasurer of Ky., Admin. Office of Courts,
Rental
instead of
Treasurer of Ky., Admin. Office of Courts,
Rental

43,611.49

PORECAST

Farmers Aren't Only Farm Export Beneficiaries
Farmers aren't the only
ones who benefit from foreign
sales of U.S. agricultural products. Farm exports also add
money and jobs to the rest of
the U. S. economy which, in
the grip of a recession, is now
in need of both.
Those
who .-irocess,
package, store-,-I:
iansport, and
market U.S. , agricultural
goods for shipment abroad all
reap obvious benefits from
farm exports, according to
USDA economist Gerald
Schulter. Sales are equally important to those who manufacture, transport, and sell the
fuel, fertilizer, farm
machinery, and other inputs
needed to produce the farm
goods.
With more than 60 percent of
U.S. wheat and cotton, half of
our soybeans, and nearly a
third of our corn going to
overseas markets, the overall
economic impact is considerable.
Schluter traced the effects
of 1979's agricultural exports
through the U.S. economy and
found that more than 1 million
full-time jobs were related to
exports.
Of those, nearly 500,000
farmworkers — 15 percent of
the farm labor force — were
employed in the production of
farm commodities for export.
In the nonfarm sector, more
than 630,000 jobs were directly
or indirectly related to
assembling, processing, and
distributing products for export. Around 60,000 of these
were in food processing,
300,000 in trade and
transportation, 120,000 in
other manufacturing sectors,
and 150,000 in related services.
garnings from farm exports
are also widely shared
throughout the economy. Last

Danny Lamb Is
Calloway FFA
Member Of Month
Danny Lamb has been
chosen Calloway County
Future Farmers of America
member of the month.

436,611.49

year's sales were worth nearly $35 billion, of which the
farm value totaled $20 billion
processing added around $10
billion, and transportation services roughly another $5
billion. In other words, of
every dollar in farm sales
abroad, the farmer got about
58 cents and 42 cents went to
other sectors of the economy.
On top of this, because
money earned through farm
exports is spent in other areas,
it ignites a multiplier effect
through the rest of the
economy. For example, a
dollar earned from foreign
sales may be used to buy fertilizer, a. pickup truck, a
refrigerator, or other goods
produced in the U.S.
In this way each dollar
received from agricultural ex-

ports in 1979 actually addect
$2.05 to the U. S. economy.
Consequently, the $35 billion
farm export sales of last year
generated $71 billion in total
U.S. business activity.
This additional $36 billion
was richly scattered through
many areas of the economy —
an estimated $9.1 billion went
to farmers through farm-to
farm transactions, $2.8 billion
to food processors, $11.3
billion to other manufacturing
sectors, $3.2 billion for trade
and transportation, and $10
billion for various other services.
Nearly 85 cents of every additional dollar generated in
the U. S. economy by
agricultural exports benefited
the nonfarm sector.
Looking at both the addi-

tional economic output pro- the influx of foreign processed
Agricultural exporte have
duced by farm exports and the foods led to the loss of nearly also proved increasingly imeconomic output lost to farm 1,200 potential jobs last year.
portant to the overall U. S.
imports, the net trade balance
The food processing sector, balance of trade. Net exports
for agriculture was an in 1979, gained from of
U. S. farm products (exestimated $39 billion — $71 agricultural trade in the areas ports minus imports) rose
billion of total output of meat, grain, and fats and
from nearly $1 billion in 1969 to
generated by farm exports oils processing. However, the 918 billion in 1979.
less $32 billion of output lost balance of trade was not
In 1979, the agricultural
due to agricultural imports.
favorable to dairy plants, trade surplus cut a big chunk
Moreover, U.S. agricultural sugar mills,canners,freezers, off the $45.5 billion deficit in
trade ledgers for most other confectioneries, and bakeries nonfarm trade, leaving the
sectors of the economy were who suffered the bulk of the overall U.S. trade deficit at
$27.5 billion.
safely in the "black" at the job loss.
end of 1979, after subtracting
economic
value
of
agricultural exports — with a
few exceptions. All sectors
both farm and nonfarm — still
benefited
from
net
agricultural trade (exports
minus imports) except for the
food processing sector. There,

Five County Agents Honored
Five Kentucky county Exgrams in dairy, tobacco, field Association develop the
tension agents for agriculture
crops and livestock produc- largest single-county sponhave been recognized by the
tion, with emphasis on farm sored feeder calf sales proNational Association of
management and production gram in the state. He also obAgricultural Agents for
efficiency. Under his leader- tained from the University of
outstanding service and
ship, Mason County has realiz- Kentucky five experiemtnal
achievements. The five
d a five percent increase in tobacco plots, the first for
received awards at the thinumber of dairy cattle and Garrard County. In Bullitt
organization's annual meeting
a 60 percent growth in the County he increased 4-H parAugust 10-15 in Oklahoma Ci- number of dairy herds enroll-. ticipation from 473 to 2,470 in
ty.
ed in improvement programs. five years. The county 4-H
Paul D. Morris, Letcher
Carter was honored for ex- council was chosen the
County; Robert M. Huffman, panding 4-H and agricultural outstanding area council in
Woodford County; and Wilbert programs in Bullitt and Gar- 1976. Carter has served with
H. Earley, Knox County, rard Counties. He helped the Cooperative Extension in Kenreceived distinguished service Garrard County Livestock tucky for eight years.
awards. William J. Peterson,
Mason County, was a national
achievement award recipient
and Mike Carter, Garrard
WASHINGTON (API— unlikely that any aggregate
County, was a state achieve- Foreigners own agricultural impact on agriculture, either
ment award honoree.
land in every state except positive or negative, could be
Morris has served with the Rhode Island, but the total detected."
Cooperative Extension in Ken- comes to less than half of 1
As required by law, the
tucky -for 11 years. He has percent of all U.S. farmland, department compiles figures
worked with both 4-H and the Agriculture Department showing changes in foreign
land ownership: The latest
adult programs in Lewis, reports.
Menifee and Letcher counties.
The total as of Feb. 1, 1980, figures were released on Tuesday.
Under his guidance, the Let- was 5.6 million
acres, up from
"Foreign groups and incher county 4-H program tripl- 5.2
million acres reported
dividuals have reported they
ed in six years. He organized three months
before.
owned 5.6 million acres or 0.4
the East Kentucky vegetable
When the total was 5.2 percent of U.S. agricultural
judging program and intiated
acres,
million
the
department land as of Feb. 1, 1980," the
the first artificial breeding
called it "so small that it is report said.
program in the county.
Earley was honored for
comprehensive programs in
agriculture, 4-H and community resource development
during 22 years as an Extension agent. In Knox County, he
began innovative programs
dealing with stacked silage,
no
-tillage corn, mechanized
silage feeding and weed control in overflow river bottoms.
His work in community
developmeat resulted in six
new industries locating in the
county.
Huffman,a 24-year veteran
with Cooperative Extension,
was cited for development of
outstanding programs in 4-H
and agriculture. he introduced
machine harvest tomatoes in
Woodford County and pro-tillage
moted soybean and no
corn production. Huffman
helped producers signficantly
decrease manganese toxicity
in tobacco. In addition to his
Extension position, Huffman
is a lieutenant colonel in the U.
S. Air Force Reserves.
Peterson, an Extension
agent for seven years, has
conducted successful pro-

Agriculture
takes a fistful of
financing. The
financial demands of making a living off the land are
tremendous And to better serve agriculture in
our area, we bring in outside credit funds These
PCA dollars are then loaned NI, to operators large
and small, to buy the production inputs they need
to produce
When it comes to agricultural credit, more
-farmers and ranchers come to their PCA. They
know they can count on us to come up with
a reliable, fistful of financing when they need it

Rhode Island Only State Left

We're agriculture's
leading lending hand.
0 Let's talk!

Jackson Purchase PCA
641 North

753-5602

CASH REBATES

LAND BAN K
otzkorik7//

when you buy a new
MF combine NOW!

Outpost Office
At The

Murray
PCA Office Building
Hours:
8:30 a.m. - 4:30 p.m. Tuesdays Only!
If you would like to discuss long-term financing talk to us!

Danny Lamb
Danny was selected as a
result of receiving the
Outstanding
Leadership
Award at Kentucky FFA
Leadership Training Center
and being high individual
scorer in the Purchase Region
Meats Judging Contest at
Union City, Tenn. Danny is
1980-81 President of the
Calloway FFA Chapter and is
a senior at CCHS this year.

* Get your CASH REBA E direct *
from Massey-Ferguson, or
use to reduce the purchase price:

ELECTRIC

Ar'
I.)
)

MOTORS
We're
se Headquarters t
\e.
Tit
In This Area
For Sewer
to
& Drain Pipes
By the piece or truckload.
Special Volume Discount

Murray Supply
Co. 753-3361
208 E. Main

We Carry From
/
1 3 H.P. To 71/2 H.P.
(In Stock)

Wholesale
Electric

Supply Co.
206 E. Main

7534194

$4,000

$2,000

$1,500

on new MF 700 Series
combines

on new MF 500 Series
combines

on new MF 751 PT
combines

$975

$675

$575

on new MF
8-row cornheads

on new MF
6-row cornheads

on new MF
5-row cornheads

$475

$175

on new ME
4-row cornheods

on new MF
2- & 3-row cornheods

OR ... USE THE WAIVER 0114INANCE CHARGES OPTION
Pay no finance charges until June 1, 1981 when you buy
now and finance through ME's retail finance company.

BUY*TIME

SEE US FOR DETAILS!
Offers end October 3, 1980

MP

*7StokesTractor
Impl
emen
t
Co.
753-1319
Industrial Road
Paseerrt Pergueen

Certain units may net be eligible
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'New'Conners Playing Like The 'Old'Conners
By FRED ROTHENBERG
AP Sports Writer
NEW YORK ( API — The
new Jimmy Connors plays
remarkably like the old Jimmy Connors, and in an even
year especially, that should
strike fear into the rest of the
field at the U.S. Open tennis
championships.
Citing the maturity and added stability of being married
and a new father, Connors
seems to have found peace of
mind. Still, he's the same warrior he's always been on the
court.
Terry Moor discovered that
Sunday when the third-seeded
Connors ripped through the
--;- unseeded American 6-4, 6-1, 6- 1 to move into the fourth
round.
"I tried to play my game,
but he kept getting stronger
and stronger and hitting the

ball deeper and deeper," said
Moor.
"After the first five or six
games, I started hitting the
ball more solidly and with better timing," said Connors, the
U.S. Open king in 1974, 1976
and 1978. "Once I did that, my
whole game picked up.
"I'm pleased with the way
I'm playing," he said. "I'm
sure not afraid. I've always
played with reckless abandon.
Greed and fear are not part of
my game. I'm just strolling
along, playing my own game.
I'm relaxed out there."
But Connors warned that if
it's to his advantage to get
angry on the court, he won't
hesitate to throw a tantrum or
two. "When it's time to get
upset, I'll get upset. Don't
worry.
"They've taken away a
linesman on each side, and

that's too bad. If that's the
way it's going to be, then the
linesmen are bound to make
mistakes; they're human. If
it's an unintentional mistake
and they're trying, it doesn't
do any good to get upset. I
won't waste the energy. I
might need it for the fifth set."
There's also a'new look that
Connors has added to his new
outlook. He's spoqing a
week's growth of stohble
around his face, which he likes
and claims his 1-year-old son,
Brett,likes, too. "It's filling in
pretty good, for me," said
Connors, stealing a page from
Bjorn Borg's book.
The top-seeded Swedish ace
won't shave during a tournament. The superstition has
paid off with five consecutive
Wimbledon titles, but not in
this tournament. The U.S.
Open is the only major
tourney that has eluded Borg.

Borg, with triumphs at
Wimbledon and the French
Open this year, continued his
quest for the Grand Slam today with a fourth-round match
against Yannick Noah, the
No.15 seed from France.
Noah defeated Murray's
Mel Purcell in Saturday's
third round play 4-6, 6-2, 6-4,6Other featured matches today in the men's fourth-round
were No.11 Roscoe Tanner
against Brian Teacher and
Guillermo Vitas, the fourth
seed from Argentina, against
14th-seeded Wojtek Fibak of
Poland.
The women's draw has also
reached the fourth round. Today No.3 Chris Evert Lloyd,
the four-time champion, was
to meet unseeded Joanne
Russell; Martina Navratilova,
the No.2 seed, played Hana

York and they're always like 10th seed from Czechoslovakia Great Britain, who won the.4
who won the Canadian Open first Open tournament in 1968:,
that."
They haven't warmed to two weeks ago when Borg and is now 35, was surprised
McEnroe, who's playing on a defaulted with a bad knee, bk Lucia Romanov of
sprained right ankle that he breezed by Thierry Tulasne of Romania 4-6,6-2,6-0.
says gets stronger with each France 6-2,6-0, 6-1.
Mandlikova, 18, displayed
Victor Amaya, the 16th classic strokes in scoring a
outing.
by
Pascal
seed,
was
upset
"When you come back after
very businesslike victory over
being hurt, you don't run and Portes of France 6-3, 2-6, 7-6,6- Smith. On match point, she
New Yorker John McEnroe, jump as much as
you should. 3.
lost her balance and hit her
last year's Open champion, It's laziness,"
In women's play Sunday, 15- head on the cement surface.
McEnroe said.
kept pace with Connors, over- "I'm in good shape. I
just have year-old Andrea Jaeger, the Rubbing the bruise, she got up
coming another New Yorker, to stretch out
more. But I'm No.8 seed, dominated Betsy and disposed of Smith on the
Rick Meyer, 6-1, 6-1, 4-6, 6-2. still in the
tournament and Nagelsen 6-4, 6-2; second- next point.
When Meyer won the third set, that's the important
seeded Martina Navratilova
thing.
approval
went
up
a roar of
"I just sat there for two
"The more matches I play downed Lindsay Morse 6-4, 6from the crowd, which the more confident I
get 1; Hana Mandlikova,the ninth minutes," said Mandlikova.
generally backs the underdog because I'm
moving around seed from Czechoslovakia, "I closed my eyes and was
and always roots against the more."
cruised by Paula Smith 6-2, 6- crying, maybe a little bit, but
feisty McEnroe.
In other major matches Sun- 3; and 19-year-old Ivanna it's not bad now."
The Open continued its
"I just think it's wrong for day, No.13 Brian Gottfried Madruga, the 14th seed from
people, when I double fault or downed Ross Case of Argentina, beat 37-year-old record-breaking attendance
pace. A paid crowd of 17,823
something, I just don't think Australia 6-0, 6-7, 6-2, 6-4; Karen Susman 6-3, 6-1.
Fifth-seeded Wendy Turn- attended the day matches, the 41
people should be clapping and Harold Solomon, the seventh
stuff," said McEnroe, the No.2 seed, outlasted Russell Simp- bull of Australia was upset by third consecutive sellout. A
seed. "There's always people son of New Zealand 6-7, 6-3, 4- Barbara Hallquist 7-5, 6-1, and crowd of 9,495 turned out for
rooting. I mean, this is New 6, 6-0, 6-2; and Ivan Lendl, the 12th seeded Virginia Wade of the night session.
of
Mandlikova
Czechoslovakia, No.9; and
13th-seeded Pam Shriver
played Australian Dianne
Fromholtz,the No.6 seed.
Tonight, top-seeded Tracy
Austin will play No.10 Virginia
Ruzici of Romania.
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Exhibition Games Don't Count But They Make You Wonder...
By BRUCE LOWITT
AP Sports Writer
Exhibition games don't
count. Everyone knows that.
Still, it's got to make you
wonder...
.
...if Dallas Cowboys
quarterback Danny White
really is ready to fill Roger
Staubach's shoes,
...if Los Angeles Rams
quarterback . Pat Haden has
won back his job the same way
he lost it — through an injury,
...if anyone's going to able to
stop the New York Jets' passing game,
...if the Green Bay Packers
will win a game and if General
Manager-Coach Bart Starr
will still be around when they
do.
If. Entire seasons are built
on that word. If Ken Stabler
makes a difference in
Houston.. If the Detroit Lions'
Billy Sims becomes the latest
"franchise," a la Earl Campbell and Ottis Anderson.. If
anyone can figure out how to
keep the Pittsburgh Steelers
out of the Super Bowl...
"Preseason doesn't make a
hill of beans," said Terry
Bradshaw, who played Satur-

day night's National Football
League exhibition game as
though the title were on the
line.
Bradshaw completed 13 of
29 passes for 211 yards, including a 24-yard touchdown
pass to tight end Randy
Grossman as the Steelers
warmed up for next Sunday's
regular-season *ner against,
Houston by mauling White and
the Cowboys 31-10.
In Saturday night's other
games it was Los Angeles 34,
San Diego 17; the New York
Jets 32, the New York Giants
7; Denver 38, Green Bay 0;
Oakland 24, Philadelphia 23;
Minnesota 38, Cleveland 16;
Detroit 15, Cincinnati 10; San
Francisco 31, Kansas City 21,
and St. Louis 21, Chicago 13.
Last Friday night it was
Atlanta 51, Baltimore 35;
Tampa Bay 11, Washington 6;
Seattle 30, New England 23.
and Miami 20, New Orleans 0.
"Stabler is going to make a
difference," Bradshaw said of
the Oilers' new quarterback.
"I don't know what he will do
but I know what he can do.
He's so heady, so accurate, so
dangerous. Houston always

14 mark in 1979, didn't get ungave us a tough game—even terceptions. The boos swirled day night opener against the ragamo's
pulled throw to."
eight years ago when they through Texas Stadium. Redskins.
The Packers played five ex- tracked against Cincinnati,
hamstring—not to mention his
were 1-13."
"They've got the right to boo,"
own performance against the hibitions and didn't win any of rushing for just 16 yards on
Haden, who lost his job last Chargers. He completed 17 of them. In fact, they scored only nine carries. It was Ed MurThe absence of Staubach White said of the Cowboys'
may make a difference, too. disgruntled fans. "This is just year when he broke a finger in 29 passes for 188 yards and 17 points in that span, by far ray who beat the Bengals with
White, excellent in his first one of those rough spots I midsea son, then watched three TDs.
the fewest in the league. The his five field goals, one of
three exhibitions, was dismal , knew was going to come. For- Vince Ferragamo quarter"It was very encouraging," Giants were next with 36 in them a 52-yarder.
When Stabler went from
against the Steelers, hitting tunately it came this week and back Los Angeles into the Haden said. "I don't know if four games. The Rams and
just 10 of 29 passes for 150 not next week," when Dallas Super Bowl, may have regain- there was any less pressure, Kansas City, conversely, Oakland to Houston, Oilers'
yards and throwing three in- visits Washington for the Mon- ed his job thanks to Fer- though, without Vince. My scored 107 apiece, also in four quarterback Dan Pastorini
went the other way. But for
role is just to go out there and games.
Quarterback Matt Robin- much of the preseason it's
-be aggressive_ I can throw
three or four touchdowns or in- son, traded by the Jets to been Jim Plunkett who has
Denver, tore up the Packers' wowed the Raiders' fans. He
terceptions."
The Jets' Richard Todd had defense by competing 12 of 17 did again against Philadelphia
/ play Oklahoma and Arkansas more experiencd offense a fun night at the Giants' ex- passes for 186 yards and two when his second 11) pass of
AUSTIN, Texas (AP) —
the game to Derrick Ramsey,
which is the most difficult pense, throwing for four touchdowns. One of them went
Texas Coach Fred Akers and backto-back.
touchdoviril-, one of Viem to Jon Keyworth, who also ran with four seconds to play, beat
For Arkansas, the regularly thing to prepare early."
Arkansas Coach Lou Holtz feel
the Eagles. Plunkett hit nine
Akers countered "We will be covering 90 yards to top draft in for a score.
the earliest Southwest Con- scheduled mid-October date
Sims, the NFL's No.1 draft of 18 passes for 136 yards while
choice
Johnny
"Lam"
Jones.
Arkansas,,
younger
than
we
would
have
meant
consecutive
ference football game in
pick who is supposed to get Pastorini completed only
history tonight is to their games against Texas and are not as good in any phase of "He's so smooth, so easy to
Detroit untracked this year eight of 22 and was intercepted
Todd
read,
so
much
speed,"
disadvantage. But there were Houston, which has visited the the game as we will be by
after the Lions' horrendous 2- twice.
no regrets — at least not Cotton Bowl three out of the midseason. We are not a top said of Jones. "He's fun to
football team at this point."
last four years.
before the 8:10 p.m. kickoff.
The payoff figured con:'We knew the advantage
Both agree it beats what
would be with Texas," said siderably in the plans of the
they had ahead of them.
Texas would have had to Holtz. "Texas has a much two schools.
"I'll need a five-under
SPRINGFIEL), Ill.( AP) —
"It throws off the timing a
JoAnne Carner held a two- bit," said Carner, who shot tomorrow to win," said Lopezstroke lead going into today's course-record 63 Saturday. Melton on Sunday. "I like
final round of the LPGA Rail "I'm surprised I was in the 60s playing with JoAnne. She's a
today after a hot round yester- great player and a great sportCharity Golf Classic.
Carner fired a 69 Sunday to day. I'll need to be in the 60s sman."
The two women also played
move two strokes ahead of tomorrow. Nancy will be
Commissioner Deane Beaman
By MEL REISNER
He shot a steady round, taktogether
Sunday and were tied
after
a
geared
up."
Lopez-Melton
Nancy
failed
last winter because he
AP Sports Writer
ing 33 putts to Jacobsen's 29,
Lopez-Melton, who shot 71 at nine-under after seven
to win $12,000 on the tour. He parring four holes in the first rain-delayed third round.
Carner's round included with three birdies and one two holes of play. But at the 165ENDICOTT, N.Y. ( API — said he also was in dire finan- 17 and missing only the 18th
four birdies and one bogey and bogeys, was at 207. The two yard, par-3 16th hole, Carrier
Standing on the 18th green at cial straits — owing about fairway.
brought her 54-hole total to 11- women will play in a managed a birdie to Lopezthe En-Joie Golf Club, Don $12,000 al the result of onethreesome together as the Melton's bogey and stayed in
Pooley asked Lee Trevino who third-elidi sponsorship by his
Pooley landed in a trap on under-par 205.
She said she was surprised chase for top prize in the the lead for the rest of the day.
should putt first.
father, a Riverside, Calif., the last hole, hit his serond
Sandra Palmer, Lori Gar"Go ahead. You've waited businesswoman and himself. shot into rough and finally pit- the golfers were able to play $125,000 tournament which
long enough," said Trevino, He went to work in December, ched to about 12 feet from the after the heavy morning rain, winds up today over the 6,278- bacz and Connie Chillemi
summing up Pooley's rags to winning a pair of mini-tour pin, where he two-putted for which caused a three-hour yard, par-72 Rail Golf Club in were tied for third at 6-underpar 210.
delay.
Springfield.
riches story before the 29- events in Phoenix.
his only bogey of the round,
year-old Pooley put the
finishing touches on his first
Professional Golfers' Association tour triumph in the
$250,000 B.C. Open.
"I didn't press at all to win,"
said Pooley, who was tied with
Trevino entering the final
round. "I wasn't obsessed
with winning — but I sure
wanted it bad."
In a stretch run which belied
his inexperience at leadership, Pooley shot a 3-underpar 68 Sunday for a 72-hole
total of 271 — 13 under par. He
beat Trevino head-to-head,
runnerup Peter Jacobsen, and
others who teed up earlier
with a shot at first.
The $49,500 first prize pushSTUDENT
ed his 1980 winnings near
SUBSCRIPTION
$150,000 -- nearly tripling
what Pooley had won before.
$2950
Enclosed is my check for $29.50 for a student subHe needed a PGA commisscription for nine months.
sioner's exemption last winter
Anywhere in the
to keep his tour card after
U.S. for 9 months
making only $6,932 in 1979.
He also needed a two-shot
NAME
lead on the 18th hole to beat
Jacobsen, who had won his
SCHOOL
first tournament last week.
Jacobsen fired a hot 67 for a
ADDRESS
four-day total of 272.
CITY
Trevino shot 70 Sunday,.
joining defending champion
ZIP
STATE
Howard Twitty and Bob Murphy in a three-way tie for third
at 273.
the
Terry Diehl, another hot
finisher with a 67, wound up
sixth at 10-under-par 274,
103 N. 4th St.
southpaw Doug Johnson was
Murray, Ky. 42071
seventh at 275, Brad Bryant,
just a shot o(f,the lead on the
753-1916
final day,stumbled to a 72 and
eighth place-276, and Mike
Sullivan, Tom Jenkins and
Gary Hallberg were another
shot back at 277.
Pooley had to get a "performance extension" from PGA

Carner Leads Rail Classic

Pooley Wins B.C. Open

ME TIE

Don't leave school this fall without subscribing to The Murray Ledger &
Times Newspaper. Keep in touch with local and county news of friends,
family and community — all a part of the Home Team.

Murray State University Football
Racers Versus Southeast Missouri
7.30 P.M. Kickoff—Gates Open At 6

TV 6 POSTER NIGHT
Free MSU Color Football
Posters To First 4,000 Fans
At The Game
Season Tickets $25 for Six Games
Call 762-6184 In Murray For Tickets
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Texas, Arkansas Meet Tonight

Keep In Touch With The

WHERE: Stewart Stadium
Murray. Ky.
WHEN:Saturday: Sept. 6
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Boston 61/2 Games Off Pace

./

Stanley's Relief Work Leads Red Sox Surge
By KEN RAPPOPORT
AP Sports Writer
The month of August was a
masterpiece for the Boston
Red Sox...and Bob Stanley
was the one who put the
finishing touches on it.
Transformed from a starter
into a reliever midway
through the season. Stanley
gave the Red Sox some spectacular bullpen work during
the month that has boosted
them into the American
League East race.
"I'm doing the same thing
every time I get the call - just
throwing the sinker," the big
right-hander said after earning his 13th save and preserving a 5-1 victory over the
Oakland A's.
"There's really not much
else I can say. I'm strong
enough to pitch often and I
won't hurt my arm throwing a
lot of breaking pitches
because the sinker is my

AL Roundup

two-run homer off Mike Norris, 18-8, to help the Red Sox
cause.

bread and butter, particularly
in relief."
Finishing the month of
August at 20 victories for the
first time since 1968, the Red
Sox moved from 131 games
behind the first-place New
York Yankees to 6',2 off the
pace. Boston is only five
games back in the loss column.
Elsewhere in the AL,Seattle
beat New York 1-0; Baltimore
Caifornia
blanked
5-0;
Milwaukee outscored Detroit
11-6; Toronto routed Minnesota 7-1 and Chicago took a
doubleheader from Cleveland,
10-8 and 8-7.
Stanley was called on in the
eighth inning to preserve the
victory for rookie southpaw
John Tudor, 6-8. Glenn Hoffman, another rookie, drilled a

Mariners 1, Yankees 0
Larry Milbourne's grounder
scored Reggie Walton from
third with the game's only run
in the ninth inning to give
Seattle its victory over New
York.
Walton opened the inning
with a double off reliever Ron
Guidry, 13-10. Guidry had
entered the game in the ninth
replacing Luis Tiant, who had
scattered five hits over the
first eight innings.
Mario Mendoza's sacrifice
advanced Walton to third, and
Milbourne then hit a slow
chopper towards second
baseman Willie Randolph.
Randolph was unable to field
the ball cleanly, allowing
Walton to score and Milbourne
to reach first on the error.
Shane Hawley, 7-6, who
gave up only one hit and

SPORTS AT A GLANCE
Weekend Sports In Brief
GOLF
ENDICOTT, N.Y. (API - Don Pocky
wan the B.C. Open with a Mal-round 3.
under-par 68 are a i34mder-par, 271 total,
wirrung the 1175,030 tourounent by a stroke
over Peter Jacobsen
Lee Trenno, win shared the lead entering
Or final round,finished in a three-way tie for
tient with Howard Twiny and Bob Motile
SPRINGFIELD, DI 1API - JoAnne
Career carded a 63 to more trio a 2-stroke
lead over Nancy Inpez-Melton after a ramdelayed third round at the I.PGA Rail Qamnmty
Close
Carter, who shot a courierecird 63 Saturday, finished three rounds will; an 11ml:tercel% Xtr total I opez-Metion, WhO shot
It. is at 207. Sarirda
Gartecz
and Connie Chillens are bed fie thud at hinder-per 210

Final NFL
Standings
By The Associated Press
Final Filetttion Standings
American Conference
East
W L T Pc4. PF PA
MARV
3 1 0 750 71 68
31
N Y Jets
2 2 0 500 74
Baltimore
2 2 0 503 72 87
Buffalo
1 3 0 DO 47 72
New England
1 3 0 250 104 115
Central
Pittsburgh
3 I 0 750 74 44
Houston
2 2 0 500 71 58
Cleveland
1 3 0 250 52 123
Cincinnati
1 3 0 .250 51 55
West
Kansas Qty
3 1 0 750 107 51
Seattle
3 1 0 750 61 64
Oakland
2 2 0 500 E6 119
2 2 0 500 74 41
Denver
I 3 1 .50 65 87
San Drego
National Confereare
East
Phladelpha
63
3 1 0 750
3 1 0 750 es 74
Dallas
Washington
3 1 0 750 02 34
Slc Ions
2 2 0 500 02 64
NY Giants
1 3 0 250
88
Central
Minnesota
3 1 0 750 92 67
Detrot
3 1 0 750 86 61
Terms Bay
3 1 0 7586840
armee°
1 3 0 250 68 84
Green Bay
0 4 1
101:1 17 86
Wert
San Prano.sco 3 1 0 750 86 59
IDS Areeeles
2 2 0 .500 ICI 84
Atlanta
1 3 0 250 84 83
New Orleans
1 3 0 750 51 93
lloaday's Games
Houston 24, Bilialo
Friday's Gimes
Tampa Bay It. Wasliington 6
Atlanta 51, Baltimore 35
Seattle 30, New Eng,land 23
Miami 20, New Orleans 0
Selurdey's Ganes
St. Low 21, Chicago 13
Denver 38, Green Bay 0
Deena 15, Clairton 10
New York Jets 32, New York Giants 7
San Francisco 31, Kaman (It; 21
Mk-newts 36, Cleveland 16
Oaldand 24, Philadelphia 73
Ptitsturgh 31, Dallas to
Los Angeles 34. San fhego 17
End Fah/Atka Semen

PINEHUICST, NC.( AP) Hal Sutton of
Shreveport, la., some a 'upended 9-andi
victory over Bob Lewis Jr. of Warren, Oho,
in the 8001 US. Amateur Golf Championshp
HOMING
SARASOTA, Fla. ( API
Dennis lane
swept past eight straight match play opponents to tonne the fourth leader in as
many rourvis In the 1100,000 Celumbra 300
Open pro towline turnerrent.
lane averaged 233 in the fourth rued
after qualifying for match play in ninth
place. He has a 95.4an lend over Alvin Ion
Lane's 264160ne total was 5.017 law followed with 5,882 and Bill Coleman was third at
5,865.
TENNIS
NEW YORK (API-- John McEnrce and
Junrra Comers peeled trandnand victcries
at the 1654,1:02 US Open tennis chart:eonsem.

-.

McEnnate, the No.2 seed, beat Reit Meyer
6-1,6-1,49,6-2, while Connors, the ttsrd seed,
overpowered Terry Moor 6-4, 6.1, 6-1
In other matches, No 13 Brian Gottfned
downed Rue Case at Australia 60,6.3 6-2,64. Harold Solonon, the seventh seed,
outlastol Russell Surinam of New &eland 6.
7, 6,3, 46, 6.0, 6-2, Ivan Lena the 10th seed
from tkectselovakia beat Merry Tulasne
of Prance 6-2,6.0,6.1, and Victor Amaya,the
16th seed, was upset by Pascal Portes of
France 6-3.20 79,6-3,
In wonenk play, Andrea Jaeger,the No.8
seed, beat Betsy Nagelsen 6-1, 62; secondseeded Martina Navratilova downed Lind
say Morse 64, 6-1. liana Mandtikuva of
Ckeehosimakm, defeated Paula Smith 6-2,63. and Ivan. Madroga of Argentite bed
Karen Suaman 6-3, 6-1
Fifth-seeded Wendy Turnbull of Australia
was upset by Bartara Hallquist 7-5, 6-1, and

Baseball Standings
AlillelUCAN LEAGUE
EAST
W
L
Pet GB
New York
78 51
.15
Baltimore
76 52
.594
Per
605
Beaton
70 55
.556
Detroit
67 61
.523 10's
Clevekmd
.519 11
67 62
Milwaukee
69 64
.519 11
Toronto
54 75
119 24
WEST
Kansas City
85 *
.649
65 66
Oaldand
496 20
Texas
64 66
492 50,
Chant°
55 72
433 28
Minnesota
57 75
432
an
Califonua
51 77
Seattle
47 82
364 37
Seturdity's Games
Torcnto 3, Minnesota 2
Boston 7, Oaldand 6, 10 innings
Cleveland 6, Chicago 2
Texas 7, Kansas aty 5, 11 innings
Californra 12, Baltimore 6
Milwaukee 6, Detroit 4
New York 9, Seattle 3
Simday's Games
Chicago 109, Cleveland 6-7
Milwaukee II, Detrot 6
Toronto 7, Minnesota 1
Battimore 5, Chliforine 0
Seattle 1, New York 0
Beam 5, Oakland 1
Kansas City 4, Texas 3
Monday's Games
Oaldapd I langfcrd 14-101 at New York
1T.Underwood 10-9)
Seattle (Beattie 4-11) at Baltimore
(D.Martinez 3-3), (0)
California !Frost 461 at Boston (Rene°
951.(n)
Chicago !Burns 11-12) at Detroit (Misrno 13.111,'5)
Tomato I Mclaughlm 4-71 at Texas
Mectich 1041, n
Milwaukee McClure la, at Kansan
Qty 'Gale 13-71, In
Cleveland 1Banker 16.8) a Mamesota
oWittlaim 2-ti, tn
Tureiryi Games
California at Boston, In)
Seattle at Baltinsre, In)
Oakland at New York, In
Chicago at Detroit, In
Toronto at Texas, Is)
Cleveland at Minnesota. In
Only games scheduled

-cc*

ATTENTION CALLOWAY
COUNTY BAND STUDENTS
AND PARENTS
Did you know you can
rent band instruments
from a business in your
community?
home
Check with Chucks
Music Center before
you rent or buy an instrument from an outof-town firm.

Chucks
Music
Center
1411 Main St -753-3682

I

NATIONAL LEAGUE
EASY
W
L
Pet. GB
70 61
534 Pittsburgh
68 60
531
Philadelphui
ft
63 61
531
Montreal
ft
50 71
454 1005
New York
57 71
445 1105
SL Imo
Chicago
1
51 77 ' an 17,

wan'
Houston
law Angeles
Cincinnati
San Francuro
Atlanta
San Diego

74
73
31
CB
65

56
57
50
64
65
76

569
54:42
546
508
500
CO

struck out six in 32-3 innings of an intentional walk to Jamie
relief, was the winner.
Quirk by drilling reliever Danny Darwin's first pitch into
Orioles 5, Angels 0
Scott McGregor pitched a left-center field to end the
three-hitter to lead Baltimore game.
over California and cut the
Kansas City reliever Dan
Yankees' lead in the East to Qiusenberry, 11-5, pitched the
PI games. It was the sixth final 11-3 innings for the vicstraight victory over Califor- tory. Sparky Lyle,3-2, took the
nia for McGregor, 16-7, who loss.
has won seven of his last nine
The Royals' George Brett
decisions.
was held hitless in three at
Ken Singleton's leadoff
homer in the fourth inning, his
18th, bunched a three-run
Oriole rally. Their final runs
scored in the sixth on a balk by
Dave Lemanczyk and in the
seventh on a passed ball by
catcher Tom Donohue.1
Royals 4, Rangers 3
Frank White singled to drive
By BOB GREENE
in Clint Hurdle from second
Al'Sports Writer
base with one out in the ninth
inning and lead Kansas City
Knowing the Chicago Cubs
over Texas. White, who have won only two of 14 exearlier scored two runs, trpinning games, Tim
followed Hurdle's double and Blackwell did a lot of talking
to the ball after he slapped a
grounder between first and second in the bottom of the ninth
inning Sunday.
"I was watching the ball all
the way and I was talking to it,
trying to get it to go through,"
said the Chicago catcher. "I
didn't want extra innings. Our
12M-seeded Virginia Wade of Bream was record in extra innings ish't
surprtsed by Iona ROnlandv of Rotuma 4very good."
6,61 6.0.
The ball glanced off Astros
BASEBALL
WILLIAMSPORT,Pa. I AP)- Staih-Shn second baseman Joe Morgan's
If pitched a fourtitter and smadred a hone
glove for a single, driving in
run as Taiwan won its forth sine& Little
league World Series title with a 4-3 victery
Scott Thompson from third
over a Tampa,Fla
base with the winning run.
AUTO RACING
ONTARIO, Calif AP) -- Bobby Unser
Blackwell said he had only
averaged 156,372 rrph, overpowenng the
one thing on his mind as the
field in
Noise RA to win bus fourth
Cubs bounced back with three
California 500 dampens/rip air race at Ontario Motor Speedway
runs in the bottom of the ninth
Johnny Rutherford who finished 8.53
to edge Houston 8-7 and halt an
secorre tehnid, still clinched his first reburial championship. link Mein was third,
ignominous record that
a lap behind at Or finish
Chicago was on the verge of
ZANDVOORT, Netherlands !AP setting.
Brazil's Nelson Piquet, in a Brabharn, VAX1
voten two
punts of world driving leader Alan Jones
with three races still to be net,
Fenix-ea Rene Arnoux finished mond in a
Renault turbo, Mating Coeuplo01104 ,tai gum
Laffite
YACHTING
NEWPORT. R.L API
yacht
Australia took a 20 lead over the French
yacht France 3, beating it at the second day
of Arnerear's ak challenger trials on hazy
Rhode Island Sound

If the Cubs had lost, they
would have been the first National League team in modern
league history to have been
swept in a season series. They
had lost their first 11 games of
the year to the Astros.
There have been two
previous season sweeps in the
major leagues, both by
Baltimore in the American
League. The Orioles swept
Kansas City 12-0 in 1970 and
Oakland 11-0 in 1978.
The Chicago victory also
was only the third in the last 17
games between the two teams
and stopped Houston's victory
string over the Cubs at 13
straight.
In other National League
games Sunday, Pittsburgh
moved into first place in the
East Division despite losing to
Cincinnati 5-4; Los Angeles
took a pair from Montreal, 2-0
and 7-0; San Francisco crush-

ed the New York Mets twice,
11-4 and 9-4; Atlanta stopped
St. Louis 6-2 and San Diego
clobbered Philadelphia 10-3.
Ivan DeJesus and Bill
Buckner singled to open
Chicago's ninth-inning rally
and Cliff Johnson singled,
scoring DeJesus, before Larry
Buttner tied the game with a
base hit that tallied Buckner.
With runners on first and
third and two out, Blackwell
singled off loser Frank
LaCorte, 8-4, scoring pinchrunner Thompson from third.
The Astros had jumped off
to a 3-0 lead on Jose Cruz's
tworun homer in the first and
Enos Cabell's home run in the
third inning.
Dodgers 2-7, Expos 0-2
Consecutive home runs by
Ron Cey, Rick Monday and
Joe Ferguson powered Los
Angeles to its second-game
victory after Jerry Reuss
hurled the Dodgers to a firstgame win over the Montreal
Expos.

Ferguson added another
homer in the nightcap.
The victories were the
Dodgers' 10th and 11th
straight over Montreal and
moved them to within one
game of Houston in the NL
West. Montreal dropped to
third place in the East,
percentage points behind
Philadelphia.
Ron LeFlore and Warren
Cromartie hit bases-empty
homers for Montreal in the second game.
Braves 6, Cardinals 2
An RBI double in the sixth
inning by Chris Chambliss
snapped a 2-2 tie and the first
baseman doubled home an insurance run during a threerun rally in the eighth, leading
Atlanta over St. Louis.
Pitcher Phil Niekro, 12-14,
hurled his 10th complete
game, weathering George
Hendrick's two-run homer for
the Cards.
Dale Murphy blasted his
25th homer of the year in the
second inning.

GOODAEAR
SERVICE STORES

Transactions

Major League Leaders

HTIS: Garvey, Los Angeles. 156; Hendrick, Sautes, 157; J. Chit Houston 153,
Rosa Philadelphia, 152; KETernande2, St
loam,151.
DOUBLES Rose, Phila delptua • 36;
Knight, Cincinnati, 32; K Hernandez,
&Lotus 31, Dawson, Montreal, 30,
Chembliss. Atlanta, 30; Thiessen, lincinnati,
30.
TRIPLES R.Scott. Montreal, 10;
McBride, Philadelphia, 10; 0. Moreno, Pittsburgh, 10; LeFlore, Montreal, 9,
Templeton,St Loss 9.
HOME RUM:Schmidt, Philadelphre, Si;
Horner. Atlanta, 68. Mirphy, Atlanta. 25,
Baker. Ice Angeles, 25; Hersdndt. XIruts,
21
ST011.1621 BASES. Lenore, Montreal, 16;
0.144oreno, Pittsburgh, 79; Chains, atria
nett 02, R.Scott, Montreal 54; Weird',
San Diego,52
FTRIIING 112 Decisions 1 Resat Ins
Angela% 16-4, BM, 2.14, Bibby, Pfttstargh
155, 750, 3.34, Orton Philadelphia. 103,
.741, 217, Richard, Elcutton, 104, 714, 180;
Houten, Ice Angeles, 12.5. 706, 3.211; Wak,
PPEladelpho. 9-4, .802, 487, Sutton. Ina
keeres,94, 892,225. LeCorte Houton 114. •
Dn.157
SIRIKFACTS- Carlton. Philadelphia,
132; Ryan, Houston, 150; P Niekro, Atlanta,
1*; Blyleven, Pittsbrrgh 145, Soto. anon
Mb,134.
APNRICAN lEAGUE
BATTING (680 Palk nett Kamm City. 403: (boner, Milwaukee. 359. lame,
Cleveland .340; Carew, (alinnua, 334:
Rivera, Tens, an
RUNS, Wean, Karam Oa% XL Wort
Pahnitikee, 101, MX, Texas. 94. Bumtry,
Baltimore,91, Ethers,Tema,le
RBI Cooper, Mihnrukee, 101, Oliver. Teean,.100 Writ, Kamm Okr,111; He-kaltiork
Ni, York, 93; Pena,
Ilk GRIMM
muwaumps,is,lianas,tearreelleC
HITS. WIlann Kamer (Ity 186 Rivera,

NI Roundup

die DUI& Grand Pro anti moved

By The kmociated
BASEBALL
American League
CALIFORNIA ANGEIS - Renctivated
SS
Downing
and Dave Suggs, catchers,
Brian
Saterdey's Games
and Dave Frost, pitcher Recalled Ralph
Houston 2, Chicago 0
Dorsey,
Bob Ferro and Dave
Boning,
Jim
Once-man 5, Littstargh 3
Schuler, pitchers, John Barns, first
New York 9, San Francisco 5
outfielder, from
Gil
Kubak,
baseman,
and
ell.lours 5. Atlanta 3
Salt Lake Qty of the Pacific Coast league
Philadelphia 6-1, San Diego 1-6
Alan TramDETROIT
TIGERS
Signed
In Angeles 4, Montreal 3
mell,shortstop.
Stoday's Germs
BREWERS
Readied
MILWAUKEE
(Sninnan 5, Pittslxrgh 4
John Flom and David la Point, pitchers.and
Owego U. Houston 7
Vancouver
CI the
catcher,
from
Nei
Yet,
Atlanta 6, SE Lows 2
Pacific Goad league
San Francisco 11-9, New York 4-4
Bump
RANGERS
Placed
TF.XAS
lust Angeles 27, Montreal 0.2
r Wills infielder, on the 15-day disabled list
San Diego to, Philadelphia 3
Recalled Mike firchardt, ornerier, from
Monday's Games
Charleston of the International I pair
Houston ( KForsch 10.11 and Pladaon
Natlenel League
3, at Pittabtrgh (Robinson 5-7 and RhoReadied Juan
NEW YORK METS
den 4-3 ), 2
Berenguer and Mike Scott, pitchers, Make
Cincinnati I Price 421 at SLLotas 11Grat Wiest outfielder. and Wally Backman, in)
fielder. from Tidewater of the international
Atlanta 1 MaLula 8421 at Cilcapo Il.aviqi League Purchased the contracts of Hulse
109)
Brooks, infielder-outfielder, and Luis
Philadelphia ( Chrtion 2071 at San Fran- Rosado, mtcher,from lIderwater.
cisco tVitutsen 9-91
FOOTEtALL
New York tBurro 78/ at Ire Angeles
National Football League
(Welch 1001, ( n )
MIAMI DOLPHINS - Signed John
Montreal (Sanderson 1281 at San Diego Testemen, rumen; back Waived Burtin
( Woe 5-6,, (01
lawless,offensive guard.
Tuesdey's Genres
TAMPA BAY BUCANEF:RS - Waved
Atlanta at Chicago
Neil OXonog,hue, locker, Brett Davis, nemClionnata at Stleuis, )
mg back; DennieHem, defenstve Linemen.
Montreal at San Diego, n
and Dernck Goddard,defensive back
New York at last Angeles, 51
Paced
WASHINGTON REDSKINS
Phalaielptua at San Frannsco, Ono
John Ramat fullback, on their "lot) rampOnly garnm scheduled
retired- lot

1.01.10.

Blue Jays 7, Twins 1
Uoyd Moseby and Alfredo
Griffin hit two-run doubles in a

five-run sixth inning as Toronto defeated Minnesota.
Jim Clancy, 13-10, hurled a
five-hitter to tie a club pitching record for most victories in a season The righthander struck out three and
walked eight in registering his
11th complete game of the
year.
Jerry Kousman, 11-12, took
the loss.

Grounder Hears Cubs'Blackwell;
Becomes Game-winning Hit

3
8
9
1905

By The Amociated Preis
NATIONAL LEAGUE
BAITING (350 in beta,: Hendrick,
Slime, 333; Tenripaton, StLouts, .3Z3;
K . Herne ndez, St Louis, .321: Trill°.
Philadelphia, 317; J aut Houston. 316.
RUNS K.Hernandea, Same, 89; leFlore, Montreal, 88; Schmidt- Philadelphia,
IR; Monk, Atlanta,84; Rose, Philadelphia,
83.
RBI Hendrick, St.Lours, 94; Sattradt,
Philadelphia, 93; Garvey, Ice Angeles. 92,
Baker, Ixer Angeles, 111. K.Hernandez, a.

won their second straight
game following a seven-game
losing streak.
Loser Dan Schatzeder, 8-10,
was shelled in the fourth when
Milwaukee scored five runs to
take an 8-3 lead and break the
game open

bats with a pair of walks as his
major-leauge leading batting
average slipped to .403.
Brewers 11, Tigers 6
Cecil Cooper, Don Money,
Dick Davis and Gorman
Thomas each belted home
runs to power Milwaukee over
Detroit.
Mike Caldwell and Reggie
Cleveland, 9-8, combined on
an eight-hitter as the Brewers

Terse. 182; Duper, Milwaukee, at; Oliver
Texas. 186; Burriry. Baltimore, 156
DOUBLES. Yount, Milwaukee. C; Morrtson, Chicago, X McRae, Kansas Oty, 35.
Oliver,Texas,33; Lrat, Beaton 32.
TRIPLES' Griffin Tannin IS, Wilson
Karam (Sty, 12; Yomt, Ntilwaukee, 10,
Brett Kansas (365. 9, Washington. Kansas
City, 9.
HOME RUNS Re Jacketn, New York,
34; Ogilvie, Milwaukee, 32, Thomas,
Mistaukee,
Amain. addend. 27. Mirray, Ballunore,23
STOLEN BASES Henderson, Oakland,
66; Wilson, Kansas City, 57, Ihlone.
Cleveland, 48; J.Cruz,Seattle. 39, Wills, Texas. 32PITCHING 112 Decimals) Darwin, Tares, 11-2, 846, 246; Stone, Battunore, 21.5.
.803, 302, Cerra, Kansas Qty, 18-5, 763,2.58;
John, New York, 167, 320, 353, McGregor,
Baltonme. 16-7, 896, 3.02; M Norris,
Oakland, 18-8, 692, 2.34, FlMay, New York,
11-5, 4%,2.40, Quisenterry, Karnes City. II5, 4%.261
STRIKEOUTS' M.Norris, Oaldeni, 149.
Barker. Cleveland, IX; Guidry, New York,
132, Haas. ealwaultee, IX; F.Bannister,
Seethe. IZ

B.C. Open Winners
ENDICOTT, N.Y.(API -- Top final standing' and money won in the 125,000 B C.
Open an the 6.911-yard En-Joe Goff flub
corm
DateroateY M0,600
M4041040-277
Peter Janareen MAO
7O41141V-272
Bob MINPhY$14,31$0

12-MONTH TUNE-UP!

A.l.i.SyclevaersLGonags

Your gas-saving Goodyear tune-up should last at least one year, but Just
to make sure, we'll re-check your engine free of charge
not once, not
twice, but THREE TIMES during the next twelve months, See Servrce
Agreement be/ow •

21988

4188 4688

Most US cars, many imports and light trucks

STANDARD IGNITION: Check charging and starting systems•Install new points and condenser
• Install new rotor • Install new spark plugs• Set dwell and timing to recommended specs• Lubrocats and check choke. •cltust as required • Adjust carburetor • Addiflone, p8,
15 and SenrCe
Cetna it noteciect SUBTRACT 14 FOR ELECTRONIC CialinOrt Points and condense, are not required • Aor gap set as required
•12-MONTH ritteEtle SERVICE AGREEMENT
UNDER OUR TWELVE-MONTH AGREEMENT Goodyear wet tuna your car electronoc•Ily

followr
ing the 7 point checklost shown here, and present you with • Free Engine An•lysos certificate
good for one year from the date of the tune-up ANY TIME WITHIN ONE YEAR of your tune-up
_take your invoice and free engine analysis certificate back to the store that performed the tuneup. and Goodyear will provide an electronic analysis tree of charge. up to three Separate
analyses
FREE ADJUSTMENT, FREE PARTS REPLACEMENT
if any of these check ups ondocales the
need for any adiustments or part replacements that were part of the original rune-up Goodyear
will make the adiustment 0 reptacernent tree of charge

PROTECT MOVING PARTS

FRONT-END ALIGNMENT

Lube & Oil Change
INCLUDING

Includes unto rove
quads map, brand
10w30 ml
0,1 folter extra if needed

Our Spoonl m•intsnance check
• Transmossoon fluid • Battery cable
• Air Filter
• dOWef.steering
• Bells and hoses
flied
• Brake fluid
• Cufferentoat eye,
• Battery water Norel • Tire pressure
includes many imports and light Pucks
Please call lot appoontment

MAINTAIN STOPPING DISTANCE

Brake Service- Your Choice
C loitionai parts and
IC en extra of needed

2-WHEEL FRONT

DISC onstall
new hoot brake Pads and Vaasa
seals • Resurface front rehors •
RePlaCk front wheel beatings• in
spect calipers and hydrauloc sys
lam • Add Hurd Woes not Include
rear whealso

4-WHEEL DRUM
OR

Install new
brake toning all 4 wheels •
New front grease seals • Re
surface drums • Repack
front bearings • Inspect by
drautoc system • Add Hurd

• Most US cars, many imports and loght frocks
Warrented 12 Tan Ms or 12,000 mllwa,
WhiCalafaf Comm first

OUR AUTO
,
SERVICE eaten'
INCLUDES
Tune up • Andm^r'n'
• Lobe I Oil •
Brakes . Tr•ns
rnisston Service •
Mufflers and more
CARS LIGHT
for
VANS
TRUCKS
RV s'

Improve Handling, Boost MPG,
Increase Tread Life.

1
•7881
WARRANTED 90
DAYS .OR
3,000 MILES,
WHICHEVER
COMES FIRST

Howard Teeny SUMO

•LIFETIME ALIGNMENT
For as long as you own your car we will recheck and align the front and if needed every 6
months or 5,000 miles-or whenever needed Valid only at the Goody., Service Store where
Purchased Offer does not covec the replacement of tires andror parts that become worn or
damaged Agreement void of service work affecting the •Itgnment is peoloaaTal by any othe'
outlet

DRIVE IT WITH
CONFIDENCE
POWER STREAK 78
$2750 itiZrimi

111===7 GOodyea
1 Revolving
• Charge Acceor!'

714N/M11103
71•440-70-273
Terry Diehl WOO

Use ani,
Ow Ow
Master

76181647-774
Doug Atom 10.110
01141047-71-275

You pay only once. From than on, we'll align your
car's front end 'at no charge every 5.000 moles or
whenever it's needed -for as long as you own
your car No problems No hassle No fooling,

.inspect all tour Ores• Set caster camber and toe to Prober •lognmant • InsPect n•SPenamn
and stserong systems
Most US cars Includes front wheel drove Many imports and light trucks Chevettes antra
Parts and addlnOnal SennCela estr• of needed

CHARGE IT!
APPLY TODAY PO*
YOUR GOODYEAR
CAR CARD

Lee Trevao$14,3170

LIFETIME•
95
100 $39
ALIGNMENT
CHOICE
AGREEMENT

Blackwell

Sin
878-13

E78-14
F78-11
G78-14
H78-14
G78- 1 5
H 78 1 5

PRICE

PLUS PET
p.ssseeeed

Ma twee
$30.45
$35.70 __
$38.85 _
$39.90_
$12.80
$42.30
$44.85

$1 70
$1 83
$223
$2 38
$260
52 16
$266

THE GOODYEAR PROMISE
• WE DO PROFESSIONAL WORK • WE DO ONLY THE WORK TOU
AUTHORIZE • WE RETURN WORN-OUT PARTS • WE HONOR OUR AUTO
NATIONWIDE
SERVICE LIMITED W

All Good
LIMITED V/
yea, seryoce is warranted for at
Nast 90 days or 3.000 mom
whichever comes forst - many
services much longer It *err.
Is service is ever requaed gal to
me Crinds•ar Serg., Sty,

*mere the origrnat worn was per
formed and we • f,. it Ire. It
nouns more thaw 50
motes from the Ondon•I store go
to any ot Goodyeat s 1400 Sari
ice Stores nationwide
le

Brad Bryant MAX
70045-71776
Mke Sultan 13435
71714841.477
Tan J443817,4%
1147247.81.737
Calf Meale$21111
70767070-277

I Etb.Morror
753 0595

Goodyear Service Store

Store Meleager
Norman

Store Boort: 7:30 A.M. Until 6-00 P.M. Mon.-Sot.

Hotedorn
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America's working
force! You're
the people behind
the machines, in
factories, on
the farms ...the
movers,the doers,
the workers.
You're what makes

•

r roir

r

b

With Pride
And Honor,
We pay Tribute
To American
Labor

Life Is Better For All, Thanks
To Americas Working Men and Women!
We Salute
Our Working People

_ ,,

0 .

Ei f :

"AT HOME

_

LENDER

HOME FEDERAL

I p
rimerprice-vols

1201 Main

SAviNGS AND I.OAN ASSOCIATION
Murray,Ky.

7594630

Main Office 1601 Broadway Paducah, Ky.

Murray plant

0 d a

14
4 .,,

Murray

System

I

1.1,ES

401 Olive

1....1

u
753-5312

4 .0

•
f

•••••
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BALANCE SHEET
Electric Plant Board Of The City Of Murray, Kentucky
June 30, 1980
ASSETS AND OTHER DEBITS
FIXED ASSETS
Electric Plant
Less Reserve for Depreciation
Total Fixed Assets at Depreciated Cost
Electric Plant Acquisition AdjustmentLess Amortization

4,186,286.33
1,158,919.51
3,027,366.82
13,022.10
3,040,388.92

Total Fixed Assets
CURRENT AND ACCRUED ASSETS
Temporary Cash Investments
Certificates of Deposit
Cash for General Use
Operatioaand Maintenance Fund
Working Fund

STATEMENT OF REVENUE AND EXPENSE
ELECTRIC PLANT BOARD OF THE CITY OF MURRAY, KENTUCKY
FOR THE YEAR ENDED JUNE 30, 1980
OPERATING REVENUES
Sale of Electric Energy.
2,212,912.09
Residential
735,956.28
Small Lighting and Power
2,913,677.89
Large Lighting and Power
70,380.69
Street and Athletic Lighting
24,315.87
Outdoor Lighting
5,957,242.82

625,000.0,0
165,098.94
300.00
165,398.94

Accounts Receivable
Customers
Others

461,633.70
21,694.69

Materials and Supplies
Prepaid Insurance
Interest Receivable
Total Current and Accrued Assets
OTHER ASSETS
Receivables from Customers for Conservation
Other Deferred Items

483,328.39
140,656.80
2,393.05
23,211.77
1,439,988.95
204,420.87
49,384.49
253,805.36
4,734,183.23

TOTAL ASSETS AND OTHER DEBITS
LIABILITIES AND ACCUMULATED EARNINGS
CURRENT LIABILITIES
Accounts Payable-General
Accrued Taxes
Property Taxes
Customers' Deposits
Deposits
Accrued Interest

460,414.02
30,439.76
70,667.53
12,852.49
83,520.02
28,157.25

Other Current Liabilities

602,531.05

Total Current Liabilities
OTHER LIABILITIES
Advances from TVA
Advances from Others

Other Electric Revenues:
Consumers Forfeited Discounts
Miscellaneous Service Revenue
Rent from Electric Property
Other Electric Revenue
TOTAL OPERATING REVENUES

273,233.42

OPERATING EXPENSE
Distribution Expense
Customer Accounts Expense
Customer Services and Informational Expense
Sales Expense
Administrative and General Expense
TOTAL OPERATING EXPENSE
MAINTENANCE EXPENSE
Distribution Maintenance
Administrative and General

3,858,418.76

TOTAL LIABILITIES AND ACCUMULATED EARNINGS

4,734,183.23

HISTORY AND ORGANIZATION
On May 13, 1942, the City of Murray entered into an agreement to purchase from the Tennessee Valley Authority for a base price of $255,400.00
the electric distribution properties serving the City of Murray, which the
Authority acquired from the Kentucky-Tennessee Light and Power Company.
The properties were conveyed and the city assumed control over the
operations of the system on June 10, 1942. The total net value of the assets
acquired, less liabilities assumed, amounted to $250,164.03. The balance of
$67,000.00 due the city by the Kentucky-Tennessee Light and Power Company, as evidenced by a 4% lien note, was applied against the purchase price,
and the remaining funds necessary to finance the purchase and to furnish additional working capital were obtained from an issue of Electric Light and
Power Revenue Bonds in the total principal amount of $200,000.00.
On June 15, 1942, the Murray City Council by ordinance created the Electric Plant Board to operate the electric distribution system under the
provision of Section 96.550 to 96.900, inclusive, Kentucky Revised Statutes.
The Electric Plant Board, having been appointed, entered into an agreement
with the Tennessee Valley Authority, whereby its requirements for electrical
energy are furnished by the Tennessee Valley Authority under their standard
power contract.
The Electric Plant Board, consisting of five members, holds titles to all
property and has general supervision and control of the plant. The sales
agreement and power contrast require that all revenues derived from the
operations of the Electric System be kept separately and apart from any other
funds of the city, and prescribe in detail the disposition to be made of such
revenues. The accounts are kept in accordance with classifications and
methods recommended by the Tennessee Valley Authority and are - consistent with those prescribed by the Federal Power Commission.
The present Board Members are:
Mary Jane Jackson, Chairperson
Leonard Vaughn
Tommy Ca roll
George Weaks
Or. J. D. Outland
Nat Ryan Hughes,Secretary and Legal Counsel
Superintendent: Ron Underwood
Assistant Superintendent Luther Nance

TOTAL MAINTENANCE EXPENSE
OTHER EXPENSE
Depreciation
Amortization of Acquisition Adjustment
Property Taxes
Social Security Taxes
TOTAL OTHER EXPENSE
TOTAL OPERATING REVENUE DEDUCTIONS

OTHER INCOME-DEDUCTIONS*
Interest on Temporary Investments
Donations

NET INCOME BEFORE DEBT EXPENSE
DEBT EXPENSE
Interest on Customers Deposits

474,458.97

207,098.19

145,272.97
4,006.80
60,283.09
22,898.10
232,460.96
5,857,320.51
143,589.94
71,608.17
1,090.00*
70,518.17
214,108.1
2,231.70
211,876.41

NET INCOME

OPINION
Electric Plant Board of the City of Murray
Murray, Kentucky 42071

Gentlemen:
We have examined the balance sheet of the Electric Plant Board of the City
of Murray,- Kentucky as of June 30, 1980, and the related statements of income and retained earnings and changes in financial position for the fiscal
year then ended. Our examination was made in accordance with generally
accepted auditing standards, and accordingly included such tests of the accounting records and such other auditing procedures as we considered
necessary in the circumstances.
In our opinion, the aforementioned financial statements present fairly the
financial position of the Electric Plant Board of the City of Murray, Kentucky
at June 30, 1980, and the results of its operations for the fiscal year then ended, in conformity with generally accepted accounting principles applied on
a basis consistent with that of the preceding year.
Respectfully submitted,
SHACKELFORD, GOODE & THURMAN
Kenneth Goode
Certified Public Account

MURRAY ELECTRIC SYSTEM

401 Olive

145,297.19
111,127.83
19,723.09
1,142.84
197,168.02

204,114.18
2,984.01

TOTAL OTHER INCOME-DEDUCTIONS*
ACCUMULATED-EARNINGS

43,667.63
6,000,910.45
4,943,302.39

PURCHASED POWER

NET OPERATING INCOME
273,000.00
233.42

24,344.54
3,380.76
14,627.99
1,314.34

Phone 153-5312
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LBL Day Camping Provides Opportunities
the day camp program come the young people carne from
from mental health facilities, low income districts an
inner-eity recreation depart- Federally subsidized housing
ments or housing projects, projects in the city.
For his group, Burrus said
and organizations for the
elderly, but church groups, the purpose of the program is
Brownie and Cub Scout troops, "to try to keep crime out of the
4-H clubs, and groups from the streets and keep the kids ocEaster Seal Society also par- cupied."
After watching fire-building
ticipate.
tool-crafting
Each group is responsible amid
for providing its own meals demonstrations at Camp
while visiting 1,131.; most br- Energy, the young people
ing sack lunches or plan a played volleyball, ate picnic
lunches, fished, canoed, and
cook out.
The activities planned for spent the remainder of the
each group vary according to afternoon swimming to escape
its needs, and most groups the day's three-digit
own temperatures.
their
provide
Several adults volunteered
transportation, but the program itself is free of charge.
When 10 people from the
Harriet Cohn Mental Health
Center, an out-patient treatment facility in Clarksville,
Tenn., last visited 1.81„ their
program conaisted of lunching
By HERBERT SPARROW
at Brandon Spring and inAssociated Press Writer
at
structional swimming
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP)Piney Campground later in Breathitt County Circuit Court
-was
the afternoon.
Clerk 011ie J.
According to Mary Tedford, removed from office Friday
coordinator for Harriet Cohn's by the state Supreme Court for
• 7 Legal matter
ACROSS
Answer to Saturday's Puzzle
1 Time period
8 Christmas
day camp program, most of mismanagement of funds and
card
4 Nut
ATTU
el
SPAT
the individuals in the group "a total disregard for the pro9 Binomial
9 Meadow
were "chronic psychotic" pa- per performance of the official
CCU UCU OCC
12 Male sheep - coin
DOC UDC MCC
tients, and some had been in duties of his office."
10 Before
13 Roundup
UCCLE =ICU
11 Connection
14 Sea eagle
and out of mental institutions
The charges related to
CO CULIC
16 Lock opener
IS Stirred up
as many as 14 times.
Moore using office funds for
UUC CCUUCUU
17 Waled on
18 Laughing
The participants, she said, personal use and improperly
A OC UCCOC CO
20 Label
19 Direction
are "people who aren't en- transfering funds among
COWL= CUC
21 Chinese mole 22 Skimbered
thused or motivated to do various accounts.
23 Ocean 22 Kill
MCl/ CC
24 Pad notice
25 Youngster
The court, in a 5-1 decision,
anything," arid "the idea of
UCUUU MUM
14 CCU Oil! MCC
26 See-prOtec27 Appellation
the program is to keep them upheld the recommendations
live
A UGC UUU BCC
of Athena
of a trial commissioner who
mit of the hospitals."
ELSA•
SEW
LEE
31 Cover.„ 28 French article
Earlier in the summer when spent nearly 20 months work29 Chemical
32 Enthusiasm
compound
14 Printer's
the same group visited LBL, ing on the case.
30 Stage whis41 Preposition 51 Artificial Ian- several people purposely left
measure
H.L. Eades, director of the
guage
44 Capuchin
35 Girl's name
Per
home, and division of clerk services of
at
swimsuits
their
Prefix
52 Three
32 Compass pt
monkey
36 Suitable
those who brought them did the Administrative Office of
54 Possess
33 Free of
46 Helps
37 eyr-Ale note
not want to go into the water, the Courts, took over Moore's
35 Later
48 Roman date 55 Golf mound
38 Cernpleted
56 Stitch
39 Scale note
49 The unal
41 Mars nick office at Jackson Friday morTedford stated.
Pronoun
59
Beverage
40
nape
50 Hog
However, when the same ning.
42_16/arde_al3ow- '- v---"1--- s
Charles D. Cole, AOC ad10 11 - people returned on the last
9
7 I
4 5 5
-aloe
trip, nine of ten brought their ministrator, said Eades tuld
13 Japarea, e
14
13
12 '
coon
swimsuits, and all those who assist in the orderly transfer
l IS
18
17
16
44 Painful
did.spent most of the after- to Moore's successor, who will
4,5 DlgraPh
be appointed by Circuit Judge
21
20
19
noon in the water. •
47 A continent
"Patients really respond to J. Douglas Graham.
27 28 29
26
25
22 23 24
49 Morale
"We will stay as long as
the day camp program," she
53 Simpletons
33
32
31
necessary to insure the office
57 Concealed
added.
onward
Impel
58
37
I 34
35
Although the inner-city runs properly," Cole said.
60 Tiny
1136
The court said that two
groups come mainly from
41
40
39
38
61 Time gone by
Paducah, Kentucky, or audits made of Moore's of62 Locations
44
13
5
63 Recent
Clarksville, Tenn., a group of ficial records during the pro48
47
DOWN
45 46
35 teenagers, brought by the ceedings disclosed that he fail1 Bitter vetch
Hopkinsville-Christian County ed to maintain proper records
54 55 56
53
5
51
2 Cheer
Department, of his various accounts and
i
Recreation
3 Wine cup
so
59
se
!57
"in some instAces he mainvisited LBI.on July 15.
4 Region
13
ilez
For
5 Fidelity
by tained no records at all."
employed
Burrus,
_
_
_ _
6 Hypothetical
"The way Moore handled
the department, said most of
force

GOLDEN POND, KY - Being able to enjoy outdoor
recreational activities in a
natural setting is an experience many people often
take for granted because the
opportunity has always been
available to them.
However, for the organized
groups of people in western
Kentucky and Tennessee who
seldom, if ever, have such an
opportunity, the day camping
program at TVA's Land
Between The Lakes(LBL r has
rreen organized to provide one.
Since its beginning in 1973,
when 19 various groups in•-luding 1,151 individuals
visited 1.131. during the 38 user
days offered by the program,
it has expanded to offer 54
user days during the 1980
season, when 23 groups including 1,872 individuals are

expected to visit the area.
The program is "not strictly
a day camp," LBL's Recreation Planner Bob,Jones said;
"individuals hopefully learn
some type of skill to use in tent
or fanaly camping" for the
future.
Operating from June until
mid-August, day camping programs are planned and conducted by an 1.131. staff
member and three summer
practicuen students majoring
in recreation or related fields.
The day camping plan is
limited to organized groups of
people, and according to Day.
Camp Coordinator Patrick
Ross, LB!. "likes to offer the
opportunity to groups who
don't normally have a chance
to participate in programs of
this type.
Most groups who engage in

to come with the young people
during their visit to 1.111.;
some came that day because
they "just really wanted to,"
Burrus said, and others
regularly volunteer, as did
Margaret Byers and Betty
Humphries, both from
Hopkinsville.

2. Notice
016 a 00 Doe000n

his accounts reminds one of
the storekeeper who would
take funds from the cash
register for out-of-pocket expenses," the court said.
"Moore took what he
wanted from the various funds
when he wanted it," the court
said. "He used the accounts
for indiscriminate payment of
personal as well as official
financial obligations.
"He evidently operated
under the mistaken belief that
the money was there for his
use so long as it v.as paid
back."
The court also criticized
Moore's attitude during the
proceedings, spying he had
failed to cooperate with the
trial commissioner.
conduct
"Moore's
throughout the whole proceeding indicates more than
simple disregard for the office
or the duties of the office, but
it indicates a total disregard
for the judicial system of Kentucky," the court said.
Justice James Stephenson
dissented on the decision.
Justice Robert Stephens did
not take part in the' decision
because he was state attorney
general when the legal proceedings against Moore began
nearly two years ago.
The court directed Eades to
conduct an examination of the
office's financial records and
inventory its equipment and
gave him the authority to
change the office's locks and
the combination to its safe.
It said any attempt to interfere with Eades would be
3UT THEN THEY
IT HAPPENED
HAVE YOU CONBIDERED
WORLD WAR I
considered contempt of the
-BEING
OFFERED ME TI415 316
ONCE .1 SAID
court.
WHAT YOU WOULD DO IF
FLYING ACE MUST BE
MARSI-NALLOW SUNDAE..
I WOULD
One of the specific charges
LOU UJERE CAPTURED?
VERY DANGEROUS..
NEVER
against Moore stemmed from
TALK..,
F(6,500 he withdrew from an
escrow account in November,
1976 to supplement a fund to
pay jurors and jury commis\f1
sioners, "which itself had
become depleted by reason of
the failure of Moore to make
e
proper prior reports and acI'M USING
IT'S OUT
, ,\F
444
countings to the state."
• 0,
IT FOR A
IN THE
"In other words, funds from
OH, NANCY-CARPORT
the escrow account were used
YARD
WHERE 15 MY
to pay jurors and jury comBOARD?
IRONING
_
missioners and money from
771
the jury fund was used to pay
personal obligations," the
court said.
1111\
. r
61111111-s
/
The court noted "Moore
N
treats lightly not only the use
- 6 C0
of this money but the manner
in which it was utilized,"
,CIW011eweeFea,,,,,nchcele,nc
sePr
although he admitted the
transfer was procedurally inTHINK THEY'RE
correct.
YEAH? THEY
DON'T
MEATBALLS, BEETLE
BE
A new jury fund was set up
M
KNOW IP THESE ARE
SPINACH
on Jan. 1, 1978 by the state
MEATBALLS OR
PATTI ES
Finance Department when the
HOCKEY PUCKS!
new court system went into effect. On July 14, 1928, Moore
(2
withdrew $6,500 from the new
jury account to repay the
NAVV, THE
money he had earlier
SPINACH
withdrawn from the escrow
PATTIES
•
1
0
421
account.
TASTE LIKE
That left the new 'tiry fund
O
1
44
4,
AY/ .
---\\ GOALIE
short by $6,500, which the
PADS
IPA
court said Moore eventually
made up by transferring other
monies he held as clerk, such
as license fees, along with
money he borrowed from his
wife.
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Thirteen Killed In
Jakarta As Bus
Plunges Off Bridge

lCiER MUST BE
DESTROYED BEFORE
HE TAKES MORE
LIVES
s
„pl
e

WHAT CAN

BE DONE,
0 GHOST
WHO WALKS?

VvHAT
!S YOUR

PLAN?

1. Legal Notice

FOR SALE
THE TENNESSEE VALLEY AUTHORITY offers
for sale the following: (49) items of used and unused
equipment located at Land Between The Lakes,
Golden Pond, Kentucky 42231. Some of the items
consist of a mobile home, projectors, outboard
motors, boat, tires, wood burning stoves, electric
motors, air conditioners, buildings, and a tractormower. All items are offered for sale "As Is, Where
Is," to be removed by and at the expense of the contractor within thirty (30) days from date of award.
Sealed bids will tie received until 2 p.m., September
16, 1980, by the Bid Clerk, TVA,Division of Purchasing, 400 Commerce Union Bank Building, 633
Chestnut Street, Chattanooga, Tennessee 37401. For
bid forms and further details, contact W.S. Jones,
telephone area code 502-924-5602, extension 304.
Sales Invitation Number 43-4'299.0,

"Some of these children
would never get to come to
places like LIM. if not for programs like this," Humphries
said.

Breathitt Clerk Removed
For Mismanagement

CLASSIHEDSth
_

1. Legal

Since Byers had eight
children of her own, and Humphries had 12, both said they
"were used" to being around
large groups at one time.

CROSSWORD PUZZLER

-

OPEN SHOP IIITHE

JAKARTA, Indonesia (AP)
- Thirteen persons were killed, 30 were injured and 10
others were missing after a
crowded bus and a motor
scooter plunged off a bridge in
central Java, a police
spokesman said today.
The spokesman said the bus
had 52 persons.aboard and the
driver was trying to avoid ,a
collision with a motor scootedbridge between
on
Semarang and Salatiga. But
both vehicles crashed into the
river 35 feet below, he said.

Bible Facts. Free Store for the
needy. 759-4600.
HAPPY
63rd
BIRTHDAY
NELLIE
lore Big Red
and The
Little Reds
and Reddetts

WANT AD
CLASSIFICATIONS
Listed here is a ready reference
that will quickly help you locate
the classification you are looking
for
I. Legal Notice
2. Notice
3. Cards) Thanks
4. In Memory
5. Lost and Found
6. Help Wanted
9. Situation Wanted
10. Bus Opportunity
II. Instructions
12. Insurance
13. For Sale or Trade
14. Want To Buy
15. Articles For Sale
16. Home Furnishings
17. Vacuum Cleaners
18. Sewing Machines
IN. Farm Equipment
20. Sports Equipment
21. Monuments
22. Musical
23. Exterminating
24. Miscellaneous
25. Business Services
26. TV-Radio
27. Mobile Home Sales
28. Mob Home Rents
29. Heating-Cooling
30. Business Rental
31. Want To Rent
31. Apts For Rent
33. Rooms for Rent
34. Houses For Rent
35. Farms For Rent
36. For Rent Or Lease
37. livestock Supplies
38. Pets-Supplies
39. Poultry-Supplies
40. Produce
41. Public Sale
42. Home Loans
43. Real Estate
44, Lots For Sale
45. Farms For Sale
46. Homes For Sale
47. motorcycles
48. Auto Services
49. Used Cars
50. Used Trucks
51. Campers
52. Boats and Motors
53. Services Offered
54. For Trade
55. Feed And Seed
56. Free Column
57. Wanted
HIDES. Buffalo, Elk. Moose.
and Deer. Bear claws, horns,
beads, and miscellaneous. Call
753-9736.
What we do best is rare
Needline. 753-6333.
Sales
$60,000+

2. Notice
Bride's cherish the sense of
troditionourphOographser
press.

CARTER STUDIO
304 Mani

753.8298

Lyndia Cochran
Dance 8,
Gymnastics
Studio
Register NOW.
753-4647

6. Help Wanted
AIRLINE JOBS - FREE INFO.
Nationwide placement. Write
Airline Placement Bureau,
4208 198th SW, 101, Lynnwood, Wash 98036. Enclose a
stamped
self-addressed
envelope.
NUCLEAR POWER
TRAINEES
Applicants must be high school
grads. 17-24 years old,-with a
high aptitude in math. Navy
753-6439 or 1-800841-8000.
Don Quixote's Mexican
Restaurant is hiring waitresses, •
dishwashers, and kitchen help.
Call 759-1616.
Earn $50 per hundred securing. stuffing envelopes. Free
details. reply "HomeworkersSl2A", Box 94485, Schaumburg, IL 60194.
Experienced auto body man.
Call between 8 and 5. 7532538.
Experienced body men and experienced clean-up men. Apply
in person only. 801 Sycamore.
MANAGER
TRAINEE
experience
No
necessary but if you
feel you have supervisory ability you could
qualify for good pay,
paid vacations, paid Insurance and other
benefits.
Learn the challenging
world of Fast Food
Management. Apply in
person:

McDonald's
III

I.

107 N. 12th St.
Murray, Ky.

6. Help Wanted
Local country music band look
ing for lead guitar player Call
753-4636 days or 753-3996
nights, ask for Jerry
Need dependable person for
light delivery lob Approximately 3 hours per day. MondayFriday Salary plus mileage
Send application to P 0 Box
32M.
Wanted Older lady to do occacsional babysitttng for one child
in my home References required. 753-9314
9. Situation Wanted .
Two ladies willing to babysit
from 7 30 AM until 10 PM Call
753-5004.
Will haul anything that will fit
in a pickup truck. Will also do
odd lobs. Call 753-5857
Will do babysitting in my home.
204 S 9th St. Call 753-5871.
Will thoroughly clean your
house once a week for a fixed
fee If more cleaning is
desired, it can be arranged.
Have good'Iocal reference. Call
753-0480 after 7 pm.
Will do public sewing.
Reasonable prices. 753-0952.
11. Instructions
Piano lessons Instructor with
Masters degree and 12 years
experience. South 16th area.
753-8964.
Voice lessons. Graduate of
University of Evansville School
of Music. Please call 7539359.
14. Want To Buy
Used piano, any style, almost
any condition. Call collect
(601) 454-3369.
Want to buy standing timber.
Will look at all tracts approximately 20 acres and up. 7535592.
Wanted to buy: Small trailer to
haul lawn mower. 753-9240.
- Articles For Sale
15.
Aluminum headache rack with
chain box for diesel truck,
$275. Call 489-2189.
1979 Chevrolet pickup
Silverado. Big 10, lots of extras, low mileage. Also four real
nice wagon wheels. Lots of antiques. Call 492-8374.
For coats, leather clothing,
Pendleton and Hudson Bay
tlankets, dress gloves, powder
horns, beads, etc. Many items
hand made. Place your
Christmas order early. Call 7539736.
For sale, New handmade quilts,
753-5560.
For sale: Ivory bridal wedding
gown, size 10; Five piece
walnut bedroom suite; off
white couch; onyx chest set.
Call 753-0418.
For sale: Cyclops Go-cart, 4 hp
motor. Good condition. $150.
489-2486.
Four wheel rubber tire pony
wagon in excellent condition.
$300. Call 489-2189.
Jacobson self-propelled lawn
mower, good condition, $100.
Call 753-3565 afternoons.
REFRIGERATOR For
Sale with freezer
across top $35.00.

Bids will be received until 1:00 p.m. CSDST
Sept. 10, 1980 by Mr. Stuart Poston, Administrator of the Murray-Calloway County
Hospital, for completion of a suite in the
Professional Office Building. Work will include sprinklers, mechanical, electrical,
metal stud and sheet rock work, floor tile,
millwork, glass and glasing, acoustical
ceilings, and painting. Plans may be obtained
at Mr. Poston's office by making a $25.0
deposit, which is refundable. A 5% bid bond
or cashiers check will be required with each
bid.

(First Yr.
Potential)
Manufacturer seeks
Dealers to market
Energy Management
and Security Systems
that can make you a
Millionaire in the 80's.
Have you been looking
for the right deal? We
have been looking for
the right person! Prefer
experience in direct
sales or hiring and
training people. This is
the opportunity that all
sales promotion people
dream about.

OF MURRAY
BANK -OFFERS FOR SALE
2 acres, pottertown Rood, Hwy. 2$0
/
House and 21
1960 House Trailer, 10' x 42' - 1 1/2 Imo lot
1969 House Trailer, 12' x 55'
1980 Lowery Organ
1977 Ford 4 x 4 Truck
1973 GMC Dump Truck
1978 Ford Fairmont
1978 Pontiac Trans Am

1-615-367-2372
UNITED
ENERGY
CONSERVATION
P.O. Box 100940
Nashville, TN 37210

1 978 Mork Twain 1 7'2 ' Boat, Mercury Motor and
Trailer
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CONTACT BANK OF
MURRAY - 7$3-11113 DURING BANKING HOURS 9.4
Monday' Thou*,1yridey.

4
1-57M

4

New lob
piece. PIT
Three-qua
ty bed to
489-2189
3500 Wal
cylinder(
tric start,
for 110
$350. Cal
Dorm so
0814.
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Remodelii
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carpet. Al
Call 753-2
Storm w
cheap. Ca
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$80. disl
condition(
Call 753-7
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cleaner, I
Must sell,
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19. Farl
135 Diese
1300 hi
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Vinson Tra
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We have a
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service. Y
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ing needs
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has proven
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Marlin nth
35 rem. w
Call after 5
Mossberg
LECT choli
automatic.

227Mis

Band inst
New and u
buy. Chuc
753-3682.
Guitars, n
selection.
Check ox
Music Cent

24. Mis

Chimneys,
pipe. 6"x3I
$29.99. Ii
$29.99; 8
Hardware, I
For sale:
Jones Iron
753-3841.

IBM Select
tion. $650
436-2625
What you
get. The st
shelf pric
advertises
very low pi
there are
in the aye
and Big 11
shelf price!
Will tear
remove for
1176
Wait and t
order now
wood. Call

27. Mob

12x70 Eft
Rivena Cot
pm.

12n52
bedroom,
con ditionec
heat, $3001
2842.

1971 Wh
bedroom, g
$4600. Call

&V&
For rent.
near Mum
2611.

65' Two 15(
ch. oat
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deposit. Ci
2761.
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15. Articles For Sale

29. Heating-Cooling

New tobacco sticks, 15C a King automatic wood heater
brick lines, cast iron grates and
piece. Phone 753-5605.
doors, lift off cook surface top
Three-quarter ton Powers utili$259.99. Wallin Hardware,
ty bed for pickup truck, $300.
Paris.
,
489-2189.
30. Business Rental
3500 Watt power generator, 2
cylinder Onan gas motor, elecMini
tric start„4/roduces electricity
for 110 volt and 220 volt
Warehouse
$350. Call 489-2189.
Storage Space
16. Home Furnishings
For Rent
Dorm size refrigerator. 753753-4758
0814.

46. Homes For

43. Real Estate

Sate

50.
--Used

Trucks

53. Services Offered

53. Services Mired

FOR SALE OR TRADE 2 Story, 3 1975 Chevy Scottsdale, 4x4, Barn painting Tops or sides PHILLIPS ALUMINUM AND
or 4 bedroom house near long wheel base, full power Free estimates. 759-1987.
VINYL SIDING CO. 25 years ex
Panorama Shores, 2 full baths, with all extras. 11x15 tires Driveways white rocked and perience Paducah, KY 898
cooking island sun deck, car- Trade for Blazer or ?. Call 753- graded. All kinds of pea gravel 3873 or 443-7365
port with storage area, Franklin 6248
Free estimates. Will have bank Paper hanging, interior and ex
fireplace, and central air Call
BOYD MAJORS
1973 Chevy Sport van, 'air, gravel and dirt, Tuesday only tenor painting 437-4617 or
436-2851
REAL ESTATE
753 7337
cruise, new tires, good shape Clifford Garrison, 753-5429.
47. Motorcycles
I
753-8080
Call 753-6776 after 5 30 pm
Fence sales at Sears now. Call
For sale 1978 Yamaha Enduro 1974 Ford pickup. $800 or Sears. 753-2311 for free REMODELING. REASONABLE
' Professional Services
Guaranteed Free estimates
100, good condition Call after best otter. 436-2193.
With The Friend's Tnuell'.
estimate for your needs.
753-9736.
4 pm, 489-2554.
Insulation
blown
in
by
Sears,
THE PERFECT
1967 Ford pickup Call 436
Stop!
For all your repair needs
Must
sell,
650
these
high'
heating
and
Triumph.
on
$600 5513.
save
COMBINATION
Call 753-6082.
cooling bills. Call Sears. 753- roofing, carpentry, plumbing
Luxury, with income.
and electrical work Look No
1969 Ford. '7-ton Call 753 2310 for free estimate.
Riders leather chaps and 7787 or 753-4401
Spacious 2 or 3
More, Call Joe 753-9226 after
Remodeling, must sell, 40"
For
Rent
3
-2Ats.
custom
leather
clothing,
K
K
Stump
Removal
Do
you
also
&
brick
home
bedroom
4 pm We'll do your job large or
range and hood, 9x12 green
Range
XLT
pickup'
1974
Ford
from
miscellaneous
items
need
stumps
removed
Call
753baths,
central
with 2
small All work done to your
carpet. All excellent condition. Apartment and rooms for rent,
Automatic, new radial tires your yard or land cleared of
9736.
heat and air, range
furnished and unfurnished
satisfaction
Call 753-2590.
Ever
have
one
$2150.
753-5933.
of
those
days
when
even
the
can
stumps'
We
remove
753-8355 from 8.30 AM to
and refrigerator, lots
1978 Yamaha 650 Special. Call
Storm windows and doors. Call
1970 Jeep truck with topper stumps up to 24" below the
of built-ins and Ten Commandments seem unconstitution- 753-2307.
cheap. Call 753-6156 evenings. 5 PM.
ground, leaving only sawdust
Starting new garbage
$1800.
Call 753-5889.
beautifully
landscaped
al?"
duplex
For rent: 2 bedroom
1979 Yamaha 750 Special, lots
and chips Call for free
Sears washer, $100; dryer,
route, reliable service
excellent
lawn
in
Motors
plus
all
Boats
and
apartment, heat pump
52.
of
extras,
good
condition.
435-434
Kemp
estimate.
Bob
$80; dishwasher, $100, air43. Real Estate
43. Real Estate
guaranteed. $6,!00 per
neighborhood. All this,
appliances furnished. 753Phone 436-2190
35 Ft. Chris Craft Roamer or Bob Kemp, Jr 435-4319.
conditioner, $225. Guaranteed.
•
month.
plus apt for income.
5791 or 753-2649.
Four
bedroom
home,
near
offer.
OfSedan
Cruiser.
Make
Call 753-7972 or 753-8886.
48. Auto. Services
Licensed electrician. Prompt
CABIN IN
Call 753-3423
MSU, aluminum siding, gas
4D-111
Five room apartment in Murray,
fice (314) 748-5561 home. efficient service Qualified for
17. Vacuum Cleaners
THE WOODS
Car batteries. 36 month- (314)471-8188.
heat, lot 300' deep with good
stove and refrigerator. No
heating
cooling
repairs.,
and
guarantee,
practically
80 amp, $29.99 exThis
garden spot. Seperate garage
New Eureka Industrial vacuum children or pets. $125. Call
Tree work Joe Gamble. Taking
change.' 60 month guarantee, For sale: 28' Chnscraft Cruiser, Free estimate Call 435-4397.
brand new 2 bedroom
and workshop. Only $18,000.
cleaner, retail cost is $250. 436-2625 after 4 pm.
moving. 247-9864
cabin is the ideal
95 amp. $39.99 exchange. 1966 model, good condition. ticinsed Electrician and gas in- down,
Call Spann Realty Associates,
Must sell, make an offer. 759•
Radio, depth finder, other ex- stallation, heating installation Mayfield, KY.
Wallin Hardware, Paris.
retreat.
753-7724.
week-end
1207.
tras. Can be seen Slip 10B and repairs. Call 753-7203.
FOR RENT
Wet basement? We make wet
Completely furnished,
49.
Used
Cars
19. Farm Equipment
Sportsman Marina, Highway 68
BEAUTAXL
basements dry, work completeOne bedroom furnished
beautifully decorated,
19/8 Camaro, white exterior, at Jonathon Creek. Must sell, LEATHER REPAIRING. If it's a
STROUT REALTY, INC.
BUILDING SITE
ly guarenteed. Call or write
135 Diesel, Massey Ferguson,
apartment 1707 Olive.
elec, heat and air
black interior, 305 V8, power, moving to Florida in November! hide or a fur we have, if it's
leed.91 son, 1900 pa ,,,.,.q Her
Just
listed
this
lovely
Morgan
Construction
Co..
1300 hours, plow, disc,
Call after 4 p.m. 753nonons bu,r, 9od se9ers
cond. All this for only
31f, radio, rally wheels $4275 Will accept any reasonable of- leather, we can make it. If we
corner lot in Camelot
Route 2. Box 409A, Paducah,
bushhog, cultivator, and grader
FARMS-HOMES
0176.
$10,900.
CAII 753-1480.
don't have it, we can order it. KY 42001.
contact
fer,
For
information
Subdivision
just
west
or call day or night
BUSINESSES
blade. Call 753-2632.
1977 Datsun F-10 with AM-FM Marina office or J.H. Beamon, Call 753-9736.
of Murray city limits.
LAKE AND RECREATIONAL
1-442-7026.
753-8080
Vinson Tractor Company is now One bedroom furnished apartradio, air-conditioned, 5-speed,. phone(812)882-8303.
" PROPERTY
Surrounded by quality
Need work on your trees? Topp- Will do
painting, 15 years exyour complete farm tire center. ment, air-conditioned, located
38 mpg. Call 753-0489. after 5
Listings needed! Offices
homes and good
18' Tr -hull Remelt 140 hp ing, pruning, shaping, com- perience. Call 753-8762
We have a fully equipped ser- Highway 121 North next to Fair
pm 489-2570.
Coast -to Coast, Buyers
neighbors.
This
is
a
more.
Call
plete
removal
and
inboard/outboard with trailer.
anytime.
from Everfrvhere, -Free"
vice truck for on the farm tire Grounds. No pets. Call 753- New listing. 3 bedroom, 2 full
good investment at on,
1980 Datsun 210 station- $3895. Call 759-1915.
BOYER'S TREE SERVICE for
baths, brick veneer home.
Catalog
service. We carry all major 3139.
ly $4900. Phone 753WEST KENTUCKY ASPHALT
wagon,
less
than
2000
miles.
professional
tree
care,
7531621 Keenland Drive. Home
STROUT REALTY
brands of new tires and tubes,
53. Services Offered
1222, Kopperud,for exCOATING' SEALING. Have your
Call 753-1551 after 5 pm.
8536
One bedroom apartment near features Olympic size pool,
as well as used tires for farm116
act location and other
home driveway or parking lot
downtown. Call 753-4109.
1969 El Camino, ps, pb, air, ex- AA-1 ALL TYPES home remodelcentral
heat
and
air,
fireplace,
ing needs. 753-4892 is your
information.
ROOFING
sealed professionally before
ing
and
maintenance.
tra
nice,
73,000
actual
miles.
burglar
alarm
system.
For
more
number for prompt and effi- Two apartments for rent. Two
winter. 753-8163.
and
References. Guaranteed work.
Comm•rcial
JUST LISTED
Call 437-4171.
cient service. 36 years service rooms, kitchen, and bath. $220 information call Purdom & 27 Acres mil of fertile
Free estimates. Call 753-8948
Attractive 3 bedroom
Shingle
Residential,
Will
haul driveway white rock
1971
Ford
LTD
Brougham,
Thurman
Real
Estate,
good
753per month plus you pay small
has proven it.
land...Just right for cattle,
remodeled home on
and built-up roofs.
and Ag lime. also have any type
condition, $200. Call 753- after 5 pm.
electric. 600 Poplar. 753-6639 4457, Suzy Wells 753-1585, horses, or row cropping. This
2;',2 acres. Property is
20. Sports Equipment
References, all work
5612.
of brown or white pea gravel.
Geneva Jones 753-6557.
A complete service; washers,
after 6 pm.
farm
has 22 acres
fenced with stocked
Also do backhoe 'work. Call
guaranteed. 759-4512
Marlin rifle, model 336 caliber
1978 Frrebird 4-speed, 20 city, dryers, air-conditioners, and
Two bedroom furnished apart- Attractive nicely wooded five cleared...highway frontage : on_
pond and barn for
Roger Hudson. 753-4545 or
24 highway. clean. Need to sell refagerators,---- Call- -759-1322- or 759-1859.
35 rem. with 4x scope. $150.
ment, completely redecorated acre mini-farm only one half 94 E. Call CENTURY 21 Loretta
horses, and located
753-6763.
Prompt service.
Call after 5 pm, 753-8491.
quickly. Call 753-3085.
everything. $175 per month. mile from Kentucky Lake, Jobs, Realtors for more inforless than 3 miles from
Piano tuning; rebuilding: Will do plumbing, air1969
Ford
Thunderbird.
Mossberg 12 guage shotgun, C- Call 753-4726.
mitts
town. The price is
There are fine building sites in- mation on this mini-farm.
'For special frames and
refinishing. Band instruments, conditioning, painting, carpenMechanically' sound, body in
LECT choke, $60. Marlin 22
see our wide selection of
cluding a location suitable for Do you own your own lot or lot right too - in the $30's.
new used, complete repairs. try, concrete and roofing. 75334. Houses For Rent
condition,
would
make
exframes
fair
stock
automatic, $45. Call 437-4512.
and
built
custom
Phone-any member of
a solar home. Plenty room for a
Call Thurmans 753-4834 or 2211 or 753-9600.
Five bedroom house for college garden and also for recreation. and mobile home? If you do the "Home Team" at
cellent work car $400 firm.
at
22. Musical
Harry Absher. 1-444-9972. Call
girls. Call 753-3865 days, 753- Restricted to homes only. Can and your family income is Kopperud Realty, 753Call 753-6821 after 6 pm.
k
CARTER STUDIO
within the following adjusted
the prtifessional, 21 years ex- 56. Free Column
Band instruments for rent. 5108 evenings.
170
Impala, 4-door hardtop. II 304 Main
be purchased with a low down income limits, you may qualify 1222 for all the inforperience.
753 8298
Free! Kittens 812 weeks old
New and used. Rent before you
brakes, steering, air. Clean, ex- III
Spacious house one block from payment and balance financed for a 4% interest loan on a 3 or mation.
753-3994
Painting,
carpentry,
gutter
buy. Chuck's Music Center,
cellent mechanically. 753MSU, 4 bedrooms, 2 baths, at considerably less than bank 4 bedroom home. Income
work.
plumbing.
753-9736.
753-3682.
57.
Wanted
Jobs
-Will
Clint
and
Dave's
Odd
study, living room with rates. John C. Neubauer, limits are: Two in family
Established business in good 8585 after 5 om
Guitars, name brands, large fireplace, formal dining room Realtor, 1111 Sycamore, Mur- $13,500; Three in family - location. Limited low interest 1978 Jeep Cherokee, low do odd lobs, including trimmTwo
adult women want to
COURTNEY SMALL
selection. One used Martin. plus eat-in kitchen. Large fenc- ray, or call 753-0101 or 753- $15,150; Four in family - financing available. Consider mileage, excellent condition. ing and cutting down trees,
share nice house, one block
ENGINE
REPAIR
carpentry,
construction,
and
Check our deals! Chuck's ed yard, gas heat. $325 per 7531.
from MSU. Prefer upper level
$17,900. With today's inflation trade for real estate, farm land, loaded. 436-2165.
Mowers, Idlers, Chainsaws
Music Center, 753-3682.
month. References, deposit
student, faculity. or profesand interest rates up, why not rental property, etc. Call 753- 1979 Malibu Classic, AC, ps, yard work. Free estimates, low
Fast Service
Guaranteed
prices.
Inquire
at
209
Walnut
and years lease required. Call
sional person. private bath and
visit our office today and let us 4109.
with tilt wheel, cruise, AM-FM.
work Will pickup and deliver
24. Miscellaneous
Street, Murray, anytime
753-9341.
entrance. Call Rebekah 753talk
terms
now 753753-4864.
$5100. 435-4588
Chimneys, all fuel triple wall
8325.
1492...CENTURY 21 Loretta
1973 Monte Carlo. good CARPET CLEANING, free
pipe, 6"x30", $20.99; 8"x30" 35. Farms For Rent
Jobs. Realtors at 1200
mechanical. condition $950. estimates, satisfied references.
$29.99. Installation kit, 6", Excellent opportunity for inVibra-Vac steam or dry cleanSycamore.
Call 492
;
8765
$29.99; 8", $41.99. Wallin dustrious farmer. 20 acres ing. Call Lee's Carpet Cleaning;
marry
condition,
Pontiac
good
1975
Hardware, Paris, TN.
needs bush hogging. Clean
753-5827.
Home
Buyer's
needs some work, priced to
land - keep profits through
Dream! Exceptionally
For sale: Clothes line poles.
NEW
LISTING
CARPET
CLEANING.
sell.
Can
be
seen
at
Century
December 1981. Hay, beans,
neat home wilarge lot.
Jones Iron & Metal Company,
Brand new 3 bedroom,
Auto Sales on Sycamore Call Guaranteed. References. Free
corn. 8 miles east of Murray,
Extra
large
closets.
3
753-3841.
20,2 bath home on large
PRICE
753-7169 or 753-8037, ask for estimates. 753-9736.
Highway 121. Call (901) 587bdrms., CE heat and
landscaped lot in
REDUCED
Phil Smith.
IBM Selectria, excellent condi- 3250 or write 215 Ellis; Martin,
Concrete and block work. Block.
Located
in
air.
$59,000.
beautiful
Oaks
Price just lowered on '1976 Plymouth Fury Salon, garages, basements, driveways.
tion. $650 pr best offer. Call TN 38237.
Gatesborough!
Call
us
Estates. Heat pump;
this extremely attrac436-2625 after 4 pm.
power and air, good condition, walks.. patios, steps. free
37. Livestock-Supplies
today for more inforBeautifully landscaped three bedroom brick home
heat-o-later
in
tive 3 bedroom, 2 bath
318 engine, $1595. 1973 Vega estimates. Charles Barnett
What you see..is not what you
mation.
with 2 baths, living room dining room combination
fireplace; and large
Custom made bridles, harness,
modern brick home.
GT. 4-speed, great gas mileage. 753-5476.
get. The store with the highest
covered patio for sumspacious family room with fireplace built-in kitHome has been comhalters, moccasons, and chaps.
Country Leisure!
t695. Call 489-2595.
shelf prices in town often
mer entertainment
chen with dishwasher and garbage disposal and
House
pletely remodeled and
Other leather items. Call 753completely
ALUMINUM
Two 1953 Fords, all original.
advertises 10 or 12 items at a 9736.
and relaxation. Mid
has central heat
remodeled. 4 bdrms.,
refrigerator. Partially floored attic good for
One
1968
Chevrolet.
Call
554very low price, but remember,
SERVICE
CO.
$70's. Phone Kopperud
full basement, C.E.;
pump, auxiliary wood 0311,
storage. two car garage with concrete double
there are about 10,000 items Goats for sale. 436-2722.
Realty, 753-1222 for
Aluminum and Vinyl
wood heat. 14'x16'
stove,
central
driveway. Central heat and air. Located in nice
Z28 Camaro. 1979, 350 motor,
in the average Big John Store Jap hay for sale. Call 436-5664.
further details.
Siding, Custom Trim
humidifier, lovely
deck on back! 80 acres
neighborhood near Murray High at 1712 Plainpower
steering.
airand Big John has the lowest
DESIGNED WITH
paneling
Work.
land
-29
and
References.
tend.,
approx.
38. Pets-Supplies
view Dr. Low 60's. For more information call 753conditioning. tilt. AM-FM
shelf prices EVERY DAY!
DISTINCTION
40 good timber.
wallpaper throughout.
753-0'689
Day
or
cassette. radials. 1200 miles
8393.
This home has
Will tear down building and Basic and Advanced dog obe$64,500.
Situated on private 134
Night.
$6295 Call 759-1915
everything for comforremove for material. Call 759- dience classes. Breed handling,
acres between Murray
- 753 3043 ,
tracking, and protection. All
table convenient fami0/104 V1114•••••• - 753-7474
1176.
and Mayfield. A pretty
"t,"::::::::: r:!-"'
'
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"
,#3.:41..:0...:C.;1:01;
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"
Moms Gre•• - 434-2430
breeds and ages. Professional
ly living. Many
picture for pleasant
41..
10•4“. 7334723
Wait and burn green wood, or instructor. 436-2858.
outstanding features
Lewis. Ult. 753-2419
living.
$40's.
Phone
order now and burn seasoned
iMi
include heat pump,
Ite•4444t44 ••443.4•44.
753-1222, Kopperud
Hand made leases and collars
OW:,
wood. Call 436-2758.
7534334
large and lovely
Realty for full-time
for pets. Call 753-9736.
fireplace in den,
113
real estate service.
27. Mobile Home Sales Wanted: Female German
Murray Calloway
elle.
spacious 2-car garage,
COMMERCIAL
County
(Clip This Ad From The Paper
Realty
12x70 House trailer, 109 Shepherd to be bred to male
3 bedrooms, 2142 baths,
in;
Oa
. •
PROPERTY
*Ito:
•
::Riveria Courts. Inquire after 6 Shepherd. Call 759-4809 or
(502)7534146
tastefully decorated
And Save For A Handy Reference)
4000 Square foot in31.•
.40,
304 N. 12tb St.
pm.
throughout. Let us
sulated
metal
building
s
a
&array, ky. 42071
c.
describe this im."3" ers.•so vi s.•.....................ikesi*.X..:(!tiVi•Fr:ii7.
/
2acres located on
12x52
on 11
Schevelle.
Two 474-234641. Public Sale
V
v. k
pressive home to you!
busy highway 4 miles
bedroom, furnished, air- Yard sale, 811 N 18th Street.
.
0
Upper WO's, PRICE
Two acres for sale, east of Murfrom Murray. Priced
conditioned, electric or gas Monday through Wednesday
REDUCED! Phone
ray on 732. Possible owner
below replacement
heat, $3000. 753-6911 or 489- Sliding trombone, antique
n.-:.
Al*
Modern Sheet Metal A
:•11
Kopperud Realty, 753financing. Call 753-0840.
cost, $70's. Phone Kop2842.
Fire
dresser, couch, many small an'It
,,1/.
Police 7.3t
Service Departments
1222, for all the inforRealty,
753-1222.
perud
:
753-9290
:
1971 Wheeler 12x50, 2 tiques, miscellaneous.
Heating and Air Conditioning
911
.41.
::41;
mation.
At
911
We're working hard to
..
AI*.
bedroom, gas heat, central air, 43. Real Estate
:
Sales and Service
HERE'S
YOUR 3
provide the best possi$4600. Call 437-4540.
CHANCE
to own a
ble Real Estate SerAlways wanted a home with You can't afford to miss this af.
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part of Mother Nature 0
28. Mob. Home Rents
vice.
small acreage? This is an ex- fordable home on Doran- Road.
-.:1k;
without
Free
being out a lot
'w•
cellent
opportunity
because
Large corner lot. Three S of
Murray-Calloway ;
. A
For rent: 2 bedroom trailer,
cash!! 23 rolling
•11.'
Termite Inspection
44. lots For Sale
near Murray. No pets. 489- the land is highly productive bedrooms, two baths, dining,
acres
on GravesCounty
Hospital
:
11.
New
and
the
house
sound.
is
family,
living rooms, kitchen
•
2611.
For sale Two beautiful lots
Marshall County line
Flies, Roaches,
roof, deep well, 5 outbuildings. and foyer. All this can be yours
%
near
Pine
just
Bluff
Shores
pornorth
of
Hwy. 80.
r; Silver Fish &Shrubs
65' Two bedroom, covered
Thirty-five acres with 31 acres for only $47,500. Gas heat. Im[: ?
Reasonable. 759-1894.
.IIIRoad frontage on East
ch, natural gps heat. lendable, 2 in, timber. mediate possession. John C.
-X*
Nevis, evrilee, wire, Sewer.'
Kelley's Termite
and
West
and
side
:
with two h Lots in Bagwell Manor. Water ir
dishwasher, city water
Homeplace and buildings oc- Neubauer, Realtor, 1111
44011/114 sad comet* feels sad
A*
building
sites.
Tobac8, Pest Control
sewer. 437-4153.
sewer. black top, excellent
0,
cupy about 2 acres. Call 753- Sycamore or call 753-0101 or
t•X•31
h co base and barn. Only 753-4389 or 753-5960.
100S. 13th St.
.
Two bedroom mobile home fur- 1492 at Century 21 Loretta 753-7531.
$18,500.
Calloway
County
.
us
show
Murray,
plus
Realtors
and
let
Ky
month
Jobs,
per
nished, $150
45. Farms For Sale
a
Rescue Squad Ot;
deposit. Call 753-9290 on 489- you this farm today. Located
100 Acre farm in Panther
Grove
area.
Lynn
8 JOHN SMITh Creek
802 N. 18th Street
2761.
area, $650 per acre It.
111/4
Perilous Thurman
Murray
40.
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$
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Real Estate
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46. Homes For Sale
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TERMITES
Radio Cab
Southside Court Square
$
)1
Company
:
Iii
Murray, Kentucky
Also beaseheld, law. hiedviers mod ealliievirs and
/kw house in Can753-4451
terburyl
New,
3
L
753-7411
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bedroom, 21/7 bath.
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Price if
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owner. For appointment
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Deaths & Funerals I Diabetic Dies In Pit During Indian Religious Rite
Clyde Leon Doyle
Dies At Age Of 53;
Funeral Is Tuesday

Funeral Is Today
For Mrs. Rhodes;
Burial, Elm Grove
The funeral tor Mrs. Minnie
Hale Rhodes was held today at
10 a.m, at the chapel of the
Fendley-Barker and Harris
Funeral Home, Paducah, with
the Rev. Enoch Robertson and
Dr. Aaron Beals officiating.
Pallbearers were James
and Eugene Colson, Steven
and Alford Houston, Edwin
Johns, and Brooks Nelson.
Burial was in the Elm Grove
Cemetery in Calloway County.
Mrs. Rhodes, 83, Paducah
Route 8, died Friday at 4:15
a.m, at the Western Baptist
Hospital, Paducah. Her husband, Toy Hale, died in 1926.
Born Oct. 14, 1896, in Trigg
County, she was the daughter
of the late N. J. Colson and
Tennie Berkley Colson.
She is survived by four
daughters — Mrs. Hilda Owen
and Mrs. Alean Rogers,
Paducah, Mrs. Virginia Chappell, Girvin, Tex., and Mrs.
Reba Grider, Evansville,
Ind.; one son, Johnson Hale,
Walled Lake, Mich.
Also surviving are one
sister, Miss Lurlene Colson,
Paducah; three brothers —
Jack and Troy Colson,
Paducah, and Toy Colson,
Royal Oak, Mich.; five grandchildren; four great grandchildren; several nieces and
nephews.

U.S. Catholic
Conference Awards
Media Funds
WASHINGTON (AP) — In a
push to put Christianity into
the mass media, the U.S.
Catholic Conference so far has
awarded funds totaling
$836,614 to 26 diverse media
projects.
Among the latest projects
funded are two television program series — one on marriage, another on the letters of
St. Paul — a project for journalistic training of minorities,
and extending service of the
National Catholic News Service into the Third World.
Previously, funds had been
allocated for two new
primetime holiday TV
specials, a national Catholic
Spanish language TV series
for this fall, the creation of a
media resource center and
radio and TV spots, among
other things.
The funds come from a
special annual Roman
Catholic communications collection, launched in 1979, raising more than $4 million that
first year. Half remains in the
diocese for communications
work, the other half going into
projects elsewhere in the nation.

6

4

Clyde Leon Doyle of Murray
Route 6 died Sunday at 2:45
a.m. at the Western Baptist
Hospital, Paducah. He was 53
years of age and had been ill
since last November.
The Calloway man retired
May 8, 1900, as a teacher of
mathematics and science at
Trigg County High School,
Cadiz. A veteran of World War
II and the Korean Conflict, he
was a member of the Cadiz
Optimist Club and of St. Leo's
Catholic Church, Murray.
Born Sept. 30, 1926, at
Elmhurst. Ill., he was the son
of Gladys Helm Doyle, who
survives, and the late Burtis
L. Doyle. He was married
Dec. 26, 1953, to the former
Carol Jean Pitek, who survives.
Mr. Doyle is survived by his
wife; his mother, Mrs. Doyle,
Murray; four daughters —
Mrs. Karen Chadwick, Lexington, and Kathleen, Cynthia,
and Patricia Doyle, Murray;
three sons — James Doyle and
his wife, Janice Fisher Doyle,
Lawton, Okla., and Robert
and Kevin Doyle, Murray;
three grandchildren — Amanda, Carrie Jean, and Jennifer
Leigh Doyle, Lawton, Okla.
Also surviving are four
sisters — Mrs Teresa Larson
and Mrs. Delores Liesberger,
Stone Park, flI., Mrs. Ethel
Reno, Clarendon Hills, Ill.,
and Mrs. Joan Edwards, Murray; one brother, James
Doyle, Afton, Ill.
The funeral will be held
Tuesday at 10 a.m. at the
chapel of the Goodwin Funeral
Home, Cadiz, with the Rev.
Arthur J. Snow officiating.
Burial will follow in the Trigg
Memory Acres there.
Friends may call at the
funeral home after 2 p.m. today (Monday

himself, who am I to tell him L.arne Deer for the prison
him prepare others for vision co, but no hallucinogens, sweat lodge.
counseling job nine years ago.
Lame Deer said.
no?"
By LAURINDA KEYS
I
began.
him.
"I tried to discourage
quests and knew the pro- before the vision quest
He said Lame Deer has a
is
work
his
said
Deer
Lame
Writer
Press
Associated
Delgado's family and try to discourage everyone
cedure.
reputation in a cross-section of
by
made
prophecy
a
fulfilling
Calif.
BARBARA,
SANTA
Wells said that as part of his friends say he wanted to go who wants to go on a vision
Indian conununities "for his
was
he
said,
who
father,
his
died
AP ) - Ronald Delgado
investigation, he is gathering through the quest to cure his quest," he said. "I'm afraid
ability and knowledge with
medicine
and
chief
a
also
alone and naked in a shallow information on Indian religion diabetes. But Lame Deer said for everyone that goes up on
herbs and ceremonies. .It's
pit, covered with buffalo hide and on Lame Deer.
vision quests don't cure. He the mountain. I'm afraid man. He said he earns some
I consider much
and willow brances. Food, "How are you going to be said he had never taken a about rattlesnakes, about money as a spiritual adviser something
to Indians in California more valid than some cerwater and the insulin the able to rule on his authentici- diabetic on a quest before.
anything that could happen."
tificate or college credenyoung diabetic needed were ty?" Wells asked. "How are
Delgado grew up in Oxnard,
But he also said it was his prisons, and otherwise suptials."
of
family
his
and
himself
ports
par100 yards away.
Universidiscourage
the
at
and
job to,try
you going to judge when it's studied music
He said Lame Deer's Sioux
Another man was in a legitimate... ) you don't ty of California-Santa Barbara ticipants just to make sure five children on private and
ceremonies can be applied to
grants.
federal
in
away
yards
200
pit
the
similar
understand the Indian in- then took up a study of Indian they are ready to undergo
all
Keith Taylor, coordinator of California Indians because
an area above Point Concep- structions and traditions."
culture.
test.
some similar
have
tribes
programs
Indian
American
tion, which the Churnash InLarne Deer said Delgrido
"If a man makes a vow, it's
Lame Deer said Delgado
pruificafor the state Department of traditions, such as
dians consider sacred.
took a sweatbath and smoked took a vow to make a vision hard to make him break it. If a
rites and sweat lodges.
Delgado, raised a Roman a pipe containing wild tobac- quest during a session in a man begins preparing Corrections, said he hired tion
Catholic in a family of eight
children, died during an Indian "vision quest," an Indian
cultural and religious rite during which a young man proves
his endurance and readiness
for manhood, and also hopes
to see a vision, to get guidance
from the spirit world.
No legal ruling has been
made on the death as yet, but
Archie Lame Deer fears the
death will harm his efforts to
revive interest in native
American Indian religion.
Lame Deer, a hereditary
Sioux medicine man, had left
the two men in the pits for four
days and returned July 16. He
says he was performing a
ceremony at the 3-foot-deep
pit when he realized Delgado
was dead.
1.1 I •I1Ii1.11. 111.M.11
"I still had another man to
attend to," he said. "I went to
the other man, we smoked a
SCR-2 by Realistic
pipe together and halfway
TRC-450 by Realistic
down the hill I told him our
brother had passed away. I
fed him and then we went back
up and I called the police."
Why didn't Delgado call for
help from the other nan, or go
get his insulin?
"That's something we will
never be able to understand,"
said Lame Deer. "Ron was
very secretive. He never gave
us his telephone number."
A toxicological screening of
the body by the Santa Barbara
County coroner has produced
Reg.
no significant results yet, said
Sheriff's Lt. John Wells.
269.95
"The cause of death will
probably be a combination of
Hurry—they'll go fast at 44% off! With triple the
exposure and his diabetic
power (12 watts PEP.) and triple the channels
state," Wells said.
(120), it gets your message through stronger and
Wells said, however, that
clearer than ordinary AM CB. Learn about road
the Delgado case probably
conditions ahead, get help and directions, even
will go to an inquest jury,
radio for motel reservations in some areas. Drive
Record your own stereo cassettes using the
which will decide if the death
home a bargain. 21-1564
built-in mikes or directly off-the-air. Auto-Level
was due to natural causes,
sets recording volume automatically. "Stereo-Wide"
suicide or negligence.
VISA
expands stereo image for added realism. AC operation
Delgado's mother said that
during a family argument she
or batteries (not included). 14-805
CHARGE IT
told her son,"One day without
(MOST STORES)
insulin, Ronnine, and you are
going to be dead." She said
that her son responded, "Archie won't let me die."
Lame Deer said he had no
By Micronte
guilt about Delgado's death.
Optimus"-27 by Realistic
Battery
He said Delgado had helped
extra

ache thaelt
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Save 11
$120 1

Clifton Key of 1621 Main
Street, Murray, died Saturday
at 3:05 p.m. at his home. He
was 87 years of age and a
retired building contractor.
Born June 8, 1893, at Lynn
Grove, he was the son of the
late James Key and Mattie
Humphreys Key. He was a
member and deacon of the
Salem Baptist Church.
Survivors include his wife,
Mrs. Lottie Chambers Key;
two daughters, Mrs. Janice
Humphreys,Paris, Tenn., and
Mrs. Donald (Margaret)
Crawford, Lynn Grove; one
son, James Key, Lynn Grove;
seven grandchildren; three
great grandchildren.
Also surviving are three
sisters — Mrs. Gladys
Williams and Mrs. Elmo ( Potter) Fain, Lynn Grove, and
CUBA EMBARGO
Mrs. Harold (Myrtle)
The United States imposed
Douglas, Murray; two
1960.
in
an embargo on Cuba
brothers, Humphrey Key,
Murray, and Joe Key,
44
Paducah.
44
The funeral will be held toNON-DRINKING
day at 2 p.m. at the Salem
MAKES GOOD
Baptist Church with the Rev.
SENSE
Dr. H. K. Sorrell of
Brownsville, Term., and the
We insure only nonRev. Mike Lutrell officiating.
drinkers. Check the
Active pallbearers will be
extra benefits we
Jeff, and Jimmy Joe
Cliff,
inyour
all
on
offer
Key, Kelly Freeman,'Johnny
surance needs.
Lewis, and Chuck Williams.
Honorary pallbearers will be
Carl Lockhart and Crawford
McNeely, along with
members of the Men's Sunday
4
10.;:a
:
West Des Moknet
School Class and the deacons
of the Salem Baptist Church.
lob Nanny
107 N. 4th
Burial will follow in the
153-4937
Salem Cemetery with the arrangements by the J. H. ChurPr chill Funeral Home.
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Speaker with
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Keep not Great GM Feeling With Genuine GM Portc
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• A Camden, Tenn., couple
•
. was admitted to the MurrayCalloway County Hospital
• Saturday night following a
:two-car collision of U.S. 641,
about two miles south of Murray, according to Kentucky
State Police reports.
Listed in satisfactory condition at the Murray facility are
Susan Chandler and Dan
Hupps, a hospital spokesman
said.
The two were southbound
when they collided with a northbound vehicle, driven by
Marty Wilson, Paris. The
reports added that Wilson was
• arrested for driving while intoxicated and lodged in the
"f Calloway County Jail.

Save
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7995Each 39
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Reg.
59.95

Reg. 149.95 Each

At $70.00 off, now's the time to improve your hi-fi
system! Our novel design brings you low distortion along with transparent sound quality. 8"
2" active
1
high-compliance passive radiator, 6/
low-frequency driver and 1" soft-dome tweeter.
Genuine walnut veneer finish. 40-2033
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1
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Episcopal Group
Wants Authentic Text

NEW ORLEANS (API — A
renewal group in the
Episcopal Church has urged
its bishops to restore the
"authentic text" to the Nicene
Creed in the Book of Common
Prayer.
The proposal to eliminate
the phrase "and the Son"from
the statement that the Holy
Spirit proceeds from "the
Father ancl the Son" was
made by the executive council
of Associated Parishes.
The so-called "filioque"
phrase was not part of the
original creed of the Council of
Nicea in the year 325.
would
it
Eliminating
remove a "cause of scandal
and grave offense" to Eastern
Orthodox churches and a
"source of embarassment" to
some Anglicans (including
U.S. Episcopalians), the council said.
Most western churches
Roman
• Protestant and
Catholic — include the phrase
•
Alp
mow
"Saw
IOW
adpim
Alpo
;f added to the creed in the cen.
tulles after it was formulated.
•
•

1979 Monte Carlo

Single Sideband CB— More
Power, Range and Channels!

AM/FM Cassette Recorder

Clifton Key Dies
At His Home With
Funeral At Salem

Block w/red interior, power steering and
power brakes, air, console

WLenek

Replace your old analog
-type tester now—at a
big $20.00
savings! Measures AC and
DC volts, resistance
and DC
current. Features 13
ranges, 10-megohm input
for accuracy,
automatic polarity, automatic
zero adjust and over
-range
indicator. Includes leads,
pouch. Buy now! 22-197 instructions, vinyl carrying

AM/FM Clock Radio
Chronomatic-117 by Realistic

Feature-Packed Mobile
TRC-422A
CB
by Realistic

Save
42%

n95

Save 23% Uln5
clock with
Time to save! An accurate
"on"
"soft-lite" digits, AM/PM and
alarm
-hour
24
-once
set
indicators,
Simulated walnut. 63-811

Convenient Telephone
Dialer DU6FONER-32 by Realistic

25% awii,

39.95

Two-hour sleep switch,
lighted clock and dial. AFC
/ceramic filter FM, earphone
lack. 12-1522

Portable Phono Stereo
CitidneTTel-21 by

Realistic

Save

Save
30%
6995
Reg. 99.95

Save 03095 Reg

22%

6995
Reg, 119.95
Cut $50 —get it NOW, be ready for
winter driving. Priority switch gives
instant direct access to Emergency
Ch.9 or Highway Info. Ch. 19. 21-1503

7" Open-Reel
Concertape"
'anti

POLYESTER
FEET
POLYESTER 1 U U U
POLYESTER POLYESTER
1 1
PO 14
1

6995
Batteries extra

Instantly dials any et 32 stored
numbers Includes AC adapter
Works with tone or dial phones
Save now! 43-280

Reg.
89.95
Save on sound you can carry
around! Folds up into a compact
case, full-size 2-!peep changer.
Twin built-in speakers. 13-1151

gab.

'
S
'
WA

PE

Save
23%

1

69

Reg,2.19

1800 Feet!
'Stock .up during this
sale! Great for
voice and
general-purpose recording.
44-1018

Olympic Plaza, Murray
Check Your Phone Book for the Radio Ihaek
9:304:00 Men. Fri.
Store or Dealer Nearest You 9:30-4:00 Se.

A DIV ISI0N 0F TANDY CORPORATION
PRICES MAY VARY AT INDIVIDUAL STORES

